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Marine dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a large, dynamic, and complex pool of carbon, 

comparable in size to the carbon dioxide pool in the atmosphere, yet it is arguably the least 

understood component of the global carbon cycle. DOM deriving from picocyanobacterial cells 

via situationally unique mechanisms, such as viral lysis and metazoan grazing, complicate the 

picture as the resident pool present reflects sequestration processes that occur at time scales 

ranging from days to hundreds of thousands of years. Recently virus induced cell lysis released 

from the globally distributed picocyanobacteria, such as Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus, 

have been shown to release optically active DOM known as Chromophoric DOM (CDOM) that 

closely matches the “humic-like” appearance of marine CDOM raising questions about our 

understanding of this carbon pool given the reliance on spectral measures to assess its 

composition. Hence, this thesis is seeking to understand CDOM released by lysed 

picocyanobacteria and to investigate the molecular chemical composition of picocyanobacteria-



 

derived DOM in general. A special focus will be to confirm the refractory nature of 

chromophores released by lysed picocyanobacteria (Synechococcus) given the reliance on optical 

properties of recalcitrant DOM being used in the investigation of timescales of carbon storage 

and biological processing of carbon. As we consider the outcomes of the current global carbon 

inventory with a sizable error in flux, linking products of microbial processes to chromophore 

structures and spectrometry is a capstone in understanding the global carbon cycle for decades of 

research. This study offers a direct comparison of fluorescence signatures from the Bermuda 

Atlantic Time-Series (BATS) and the Hawai'i Ocean Time-series (HOT), observes optical and 

nutrient profiles tracking long-term incubation experiments of oligotrophic microbial 

communities amended with Synechococcus-derived DOM, and explores new techniques in DOM 

solid-phase extraction (SPE). This work is part of a National Science Foundation project - The 

Fate of Lysis Products of Picocyanobacteria Contributes to Marine Humic-like Chromophoric 

Dissolved Organic Matter – linking the accumulating evidence of picocyanobacterial-derived 

DOM to our understanding of marine organic carbon. Furthermore, we seek to understand how 

picocyanobacteria-derived DOM is degraded and what role changing heterotrophic microbial 

communities plays. This research is important to the concept of a microbial carbon pump that 

supplies a constrained and constant source of DOM which has important implications for 

the marine carbon cycle and its role in global climate.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 The Significance of Marine Dissolved Organic Matter and its Composition 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is an important constituent of our atmosphere and global biogeochemical 

processes involving CO2 play a significant role in the Earth’s life cycles and in controlling the 

global climate. Since the industrial era, the chemistry of the atmosphere has been altered as a 

direct result of increased CO2 concentrations generated by human activities. Nearly 50% of 

anthropogenic CO2 is absorbed in marine systems as they act as a major CO2 sink. The air-sea 

interface is one of the most chemically active environments on earth because enormous 

quantities of oxygen and CO2 are exchanged between the atmosphere and the ocean. This CO2 is 

fixed by photosynthesizing autotrophic organisms which create biomass with a very complex 

suite of organic compounds. This biomass is then consumed and transformed into more stable 

organic molecules of largely unknown composition. It can be broadly defined as particulate 

organic matter (POM), which may partially sink through the water column and may further 

degrade into Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) at depth. Several approaches have been 

developed to identify the DOM sources and its composition, which include stable carbon isotope 

analyses, use of molecular biomarkers, and spectroscopic and spectrometric techniques - 

specifically including optical properties1 as a proxy for deep-ocean DOM. The mechanisms 

responsible for the formation of DOM remain vague and even less is known about the more 

stable or so-called refractory DOM. Generally speaking, DOM in aquatic systems is considered 

to have distinctive aspects, but vast chemical transformation makes it difficult to characterize 

them in detail. Broadly defined sources include allochthonous and autochthonous material. 

Allochthonous material originates from terrestrial environments and transported into the specific 
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water bodies. Autochthonous material is derived from primary producers (algae), but can be 

further altered by heterotrophic bacteria and zoo plankton, that produce it within a system, and 

anthropogenic sources2. Marine DOM is a complex mixture of chemical compounds considered 

to be mostly produced by photosynthetic plankton in the surface layers and serves as a substrate 

to heterotrophic microbial populations and as a nutrient source. Cycled DOM is eventually 

exported to the interior ocean through biogeochemical processes involving a complex array of 

biological and microbial processes such as transformation via bacterial degradation, protozoan 

grazing, and viral lysis3 and transport via physical oceanic mechanisms. The biological pump is 

considered the main transport mechanism of organic carbon to the deep ocean, where particles 

aggregate in the photic zone and become sufficiently heavy to sink through the water column4. 

While the exact mechanism of POM dissolution remains a challenging research area, it is 

estimated that greater than 99% of the POM is consumed and mineralized to CO2 or converted to 

DOM during the sinking process4. Therefore, less than 1% POM reaches the ocean floor in the 

oligotrophic open ocean4. Investigating the efficiency of CO2 fixation by phytoplankton and the 

transformation from phytoplankton produced organic matter to heterotrophic microorganisms  

and the link between microbial functions and DOM degradation can help us understanding the 

carbon cycling and storage capacity of the ocean. However, the research on DOM reactivity and 

turnover in the deep ocean remains a challenge for the scientific community, largely driven by 

the complexity of the DOM pool in a given sample. Previously, marine DOM has been divided 

into fractions determined by its reactivity as labile, semi-labile, and Refractory Dissolved 

Organic Matter (RDOM)5. These DOM pools have respective storage timescales of minutes to 

days (labile), months to years (semi-labile), to hundreds of years to millennia (RDOM). RDOM 

refers to the large, yet undefined DOM fraction of this Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) pool is 
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“non-accessible” or “resistant” to rapid microbial degradation5 that stores DOC for great periods 

of time. DOC refers to the dissolved organic forms of carbon defined as organic matter that is 

able to pass through a filter and is a potential source of carbon and energy for heterotrophic 

organisms6. Direct comprehensive decomposition studies of source material are logistically 

problematic given the large range in time scales involved for the different processes involved. 

This large proportion of DOM has not been characterized at the molecular level, but correlations 

of optical data suggested that long-wavelength absorbing and fluorescent organic compounds are 

part of this pool7.  

Despite the importance of marine carbon – one of the most dynamic and complex carbon 

pools on earth, our understanding on oceanic storage capacity in a changing climate is limited. 

The sources, characterization, and structural nature of this material within the oceans remains 

unclear and continues to be a subject of debate across research1,8,9. While it is well established 

that most marine DOM is derived from marine photoautotrophic carbon fixation and the 

resulting biomass degradation, chemoautotrophs may also fix substantial amounts of dissolved 

inorganic carbon (DIC)10,11 but DOM arising from theses deep ocean primary producers remains 

a mystery. DOM turnover rates have been inferred from chemical proxies, metabolic 

measurements, and C flux budgets but it is debated and these postulated assessments do not 

consider sources and transformations outside the photic zone such as chemotrophic DOM8. To 

gain further fundamental understanding of DOM concentrations and its reactivity, biological 

carbon pump efficiency and the autotrophic communities that are the ultimate but variable 

sources of marine DOM need to be studied in greater detail to reveal the complex dynamics of 

DOM transformations in marine systems. 
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1.2 The Biological Carbon Pump and Microbial Degradation  

Microbes play critical roles in global biogeochemical cycling. Marine autotrophs are 

responsible for synthesizing half of the global photosynthetic biomass through photosynthetic 

carbon fixation12. (Sentence on bacterial respiration). The role DOM plays in the marine carbon 

cycle is dependent on whether it is fully mineralized through bacterial respiration13. As 

mentioned, the biological pump is considered the main transport mechanism of organic carbon to 

the deep ocean where substrates such as DOM are consumed by heterotrophic bacteria and zoo 

plankton and cycle through remineralization. DOM that is not immediately remineralized 

accumulates in the surface ocean as biologically semi-labile DOM and has presumably still 

active chemical properties, meaning it can be further degraded at slightly longer time scales. 

DOM exportation via thermohaline circulation or oceanic water circulation are currently 

assumed to be important contributors to deep-ocean biogenic carbon sequestration and affects 

DOM distribution throughout the water column5.Our general understanding of DOM distribution 

suggests that deep-ocean DOM concentrations vary with residence time – slow ventilation results 

in lower minimum DOM concentrations and vice-versa. The ongoing pursuit of deciphering the 

molecular composition of DOM and our understanding of its reactivity is still evolving, but we 

have recognized DOM as an important export term in the biological pump5. 

Historically, our understanding of the marine carbon cycle has been severely constrained 

by the limited analytical tools and the difficulties in running long-term experiments or mesocosm 

experiments. As the technology and research techniques developed along with our understanding 

of the genomic diversity of marine microorganisms and their processes, we can consider the far 

more intricate mechanisms at play than just the kinetics of chemical degradation of known 

metabolites. It is widely accepted that the production, transformation, and consumption of 
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marine DOM is strongly dependent on the source as well as the structure of the microbial 

communities present, both of which change as DOM is processed over time14. The processes 

leading to the diversification of DOM compounds have not been fully identified, but previous 

studies suggested that prokaryotic microorganisms play a key role in contributing to source 

material due to evidence of differences in the community structures influence on population15,16. 

Recently, Chen et al. highlighted their finding that DOM variations were more crucial in shaping 

microbial communities than vice versa17. Recent studies have provided further evidence for the 

potential role of microorganisms in influencing DOM composition using incubation experiments 

where they compared mass spectrometric data characterizing exometabolomes with ecological 

diversity measurements18,19. In summary, DOM flux is dependent on the accumulation of trophic 

interactions, biotic, and abiotic transformations, it is then dependent on the local metabolic 

functional diversity, which means that microbial communities play a major role in producing and 

sustaining the observed chemodiversity of marine DOM. To quote Moran et al.1, “when the 

question of why deep ocean DOM persists is finally resolved, the answer is likely to be a 

combination of concentration, chemical structure, bioenergetics, and microbial diversity”.  

Moran et al.1 found that the percentage of microbial genes with no known functions increased 

with depth in the ocean and suggested that the metabolic pathways degrade refractory molecules 

hidden within these unidentified genes. Noriega-Ortega et al.19 showed the impact that active 

marine microbial communities have on DOM chemodiversity using the vast genetic repertoire of 

natural microbial communities, the multitude of available substrates and the complex interactions 

found in marine environments. The majority of these studies have indicated that these differences 

are likely the result of further processes, presumably mostly microbial and consistent with the 

concept of the microbial carbon pump (MCP)15. This MCP is a conceptual addition to the 
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biological pump conceived in 2010 by an international working group of Scientific Committee 

on Ocean Research (SCOR) 15. SCOR was formed to discuss the role of microbes in the cycling 

of labile, semi-labile and recalcitrant DOM and aimed to describe specific roles of microbes in 

the formation of recalcitrant DOM and its transport into the deep ocean15. This group also 

specifically considered the extent of the impact of marine viruses and viral lysis on microbial 

activity in DOM processing by regulating microbial population structure, horizontal gene 

transfer between microbes, and the release of cellular material from infected cells15. The MCP 

has been recognized as the leading concept to explain the accumulation of recalcitrant DOM in 

the deep ocean and the production of more stable organic matter caused by microbial degradation 

through laboratory and mesocosm experiments16. Given the gravity of all that is unknown, it is 

critical to synthesize existing data on marine microbial processing to help outline an overall 

concept of DOM reactivity within the marine carbon cycle.  

 Using projections of increased sea surface temperature it is theorized that global warming 

will increase the carbon flow through the microbial food web20. Flombaum et al. projected 

increases in cyanobacterial cell numbers of 29% and 14% for Prochlorococcus and 

Synechococcus, respectively20. These changes would be geographically uneven, varying widely 

across different physical environments, but will likely contribute to an overall increase in 

productivity and bacterial growth efficiency (BGE), at least in the oligotrophic ocean, but also 

coastal regions. The assessment of BGE is critical to understanding microbial metabolism and 

determining ecological and biogeochemical roles of bacteria in aquatic ecosystems, especially in 

carbon cycling5. Oceanic microbial communities that will experience the impact of 

anthropogenic climate change and contribute to complex changes on ocean ecosystems such as 

large-scale changes in phytoplankton communities as evidence is presented in Flombaum et al.20 
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1.3 Optical Properties of marine DOM and Picocyanobacterial DOM 

The importance of Chromophoric Dissolved Organic Matter (CDOM) to marine and 

freshwater ecosystems has been firmly established over the last several decades21,22, but the 

sources and structural nature of this material within the oceans remains unclear and continues to 

be a subject of debate. Estimations of about 20–70% of oceanic DOM  absorbs light over the 

ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) wavelengths due to chromophores present in DOM21. Higher UV-

Vis ranges are often found in coastal regions and lower ranges are found further from terrestrial 

DOM input21,23. DOM dynamics are often traced via changes of the CDOM portion which 

strongly absorbs light in the UV and visible light spectrum24,25. CDOM is active in a wide range 

of photochemical reactions, including but not limited to the production of CO2 and DIC24,25, low 

molecular weight organic acids26, and reactive intermediates27,28. Photo-bleaching has been 

recognized as the most important sink for CDOM in the ocean and can lead to the mineralization 

and potential transformation of CDOM to smaller and more bio-available forms29. Theoretical 

photo-reactivity has been shown to increase with depth22,30 but the photochemical 

transformations can lead to either an enhancement or reduction in its bioavailability26,31. 

The fraction of CDOM that fluoresces is referred to as fluorescent DOM (FDOM) and is 

known to be the most photo-reactive sub-fraction found throughout the oceans. The 

biogeochemical origins of the CDOM, along with the subjectivity of CDOM and FDOM forms 

to photobleaching, affect its lability and thus any subsequent molecular transformations. In areas 

of upwelling and high biological productivity, it has been found that the decreased irradiance, 

meaning less absorbance of the light energy that triggers photochemical reactions, results in 

higher CDOM and FDOM content22. Additionally, deep water DOM that has not been exposed 
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to light for extended periods of time may be more photosensitive, and therefore degrades faster 

when exposed to sunlight, than DOM that has already undergone photobleaching32.  

Given the distribution of FDOM in marine DOC pool and the global autochthonous 

DOM production15, sources must be ubiquitous. Some marine in situ sources of FDOM have 

been suggested and some have been confirmed, but thus far none could explain the ubiquitous 

appearance of the so called “humic-like” fluorophores (FDOMH) with its unusual exponential 

behavior in UV-Vis absorbance21,33. FDOMH can be detected using excitation-emission matrix 

(EEM) fluorescence, with an excitation wavelength extending well above 400 nm, and a large 

Stoke’s shift (the difference in excitation and emission maxima of fluorophores in fluorescence 

spectroscopy)34.   

It has been found that picocyanobacteria are ubiquitous in the World’s Oceans and make 

up 50% of the autotrophic marine primary production20. Preliminary results of research by Zhao 

et al.16 showed that picocyanobacteria Synechococcus released CDOM that matched the FDOMH 

appearance of globally observed marine CDOM after virus-induced lysis. Their findings support 

the notion that picocyanobacteria are well suited to be one important source of organic 

fluorophores in the World’s Deep Ocean.  

 

1.4 Rationale for Study 

As the reactivity and ongoing debate of sources of marine DOM remain at the forefront 

of global carbon research, a strong correlation between FDOM fluorescence with apparent 

oxygen utilization (AOU) was demonstrated for the Pacific Ocean suggesting that this 

relationship is indicative of in situ production of bio-refractory FDOM at depth35. However, 

other studies found that this correlation does not hold in the North Atlantic Ocean22 further 
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fueling the discussion of FDOM production and its link to microbial processing. Preliminary 

results of our research group16 revealed that CDOM from cell lysis released DOM closely 

matches the FDOMH appearances of marine CDOM. This study is a part of a novel path for 

integrating chemical property of DOM with microbial structure and activity with the goal of 

assessing the long-term stability of chromophores. The longevity of which has implications for 

marine carbon cycling in assessing large-scale biogeochemical processes. One focus of this study 

is linking the microbial processes with production of complex, refractory DOM with FDOMH 

chromophores from a defined source.  

Providing early chemical signatures of picocyanobacterial-derived DOM using ultrahigh 

resolution mass spectrometry coupled with the deep sequencing of bacterial communities to link 

microbial diversity with chemical diversity of DOM has the potential to fundamentally advance 

our understanding of CDOM sources, microbial interactions, and transformation of DOM, and 

address key issues in proposed marine carbon cycling concepts. Advancing our understanding of 

an important marine CDOM source will help us address key uncertainties in marine carbon 

cycling and carbon storage capacity.  

1.5 Thesis Outline 

The focus of this study is the characterization of the optical properties and molecular 

composition of CDOM collected from the Atlantic and Pacific Ocean and the dynamics and 

degradability of Synechococcus-derived DOM (SDOM) and its changes of optical properties 

during long-term incubation experiments.  

Chapter two describes and compares DOM profiles from the Atlantic and Pacific oceans 

in a high-resolution depth profile for the first time. The analysis focuses on the specific 

chromophores released that share properties amongst samples collected on research cruises from 
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the Bermuda Atlantic Time-Series (BATS) and Hawai’i Oceanic Time-series (HOT) stations. 

Aboard vessels, we collected water samples from the bottom to the surface at 200 m depth 

intervals and solid phase extracted them for analysis back at the Chesapeake Biological 

Laboratory (CBL). At CBL, the samples were analyzed using 3D florescence spectroscopy scans 

and statistical Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC) modeling techniques. PARAFAC is used in 

the chemical sciences to decompose trilinear multi-way data arrays and facilitate the 

quantification of statistically reoccurring underlying signals, termed ‘components’36. This 

chapter aims to use the data collected from the field to discuss our understanding of the 

relationship between marine CDOM and FDOM and their distribution and whether or not major 

differences in DOM and its optical properties exist between the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean 

sampling stations.  

Chapter three provides results from a comprehensive decomposition incubation study of 

SDOM. Samples were collected over a long incubation on days 0, 1, 3, 10, 30, 90, 360, and 540 

and were used for subsequent analyses, including community structure, metagenomics, optical 

properties, DOC concentrations and cell counts, as well as comprehensive optical properties 

analyses and Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS). 

However, my focus was on the transformations of optical properties found in sample extracts and 

measured using 3D florescence spectroscopy scans for statistical PARAFAC modeling. This 

chapter aims to confirm the refractory nature of SDOM and investigate chemical transformations 

of SDOM fluorescence over time.  

Chapter four provides a brief look at a fragmentation study of presumed aromatic 

glycosides found in the BATS sample extracts using weak anion exchange solid-phase extraction 

(WAX-SPE) and compare it to samples collected at station HOT, in the Pacific. Diluted WAX 
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sample extracts were compared by using high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

paired with electrospray ionization (ESI) triple quadrupole (QqQ) tandem mass spectrometry 

(MS/MS) to detect ion transitions and investigate compounds of interest. This chapter aims to 

discuss molecular signatures and transitions of interest and to describe differences in DOM 

composition extractable by this unique anion exchange fraction of DOM between the Pacific and 

Atlantic Ocean basins. 
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Chapter 2: High-Resolution Optical Properties Profiles of DOM at the 
Bermuda Atlantic Time-Series and Hawai'i Ocean Time-series Stations 

 

Abstract 

Despite the importance or marine DOM and significant advances made in deciphering its 

dynamics, the sources, distribution, and chemical composition of optically active components, 

namely marine CDOM and FDOM, are still uncertain.  CDOM and FDOM have been used as 

proxies for processes with implications without much supportive evidence for understanding 

carbon turnover in the World’s Oceans. This study is a part of a larger project integrating the 

chemical properties of DOM with microbial structure and activity. We collected and analyzed 

high-resolution depth profiles of DOM throughout the water column in the North Atlantic at the 

BATS in August 2019 and the HOT in July 2021. Water samples were collected at 200 m depth 

intervals from 4,530 m at BATS and 4,700 m at HOT before using solid phase extraction 

techniques to isolate sample DOM. Sample analysis consisted of UV-vis spectroscopy and 

fluorescence measurements to investigate depth-related changes in abundance and 

photochemical reactivity of FDOM. The overall absorption was higher at BATS than at HOT, 

further spectroscopy spectral slope and absorption ratio trends supported evidence that molecular 

weight of compounds was overall higher in the Atlantic and lower in the Pacific. Parallel factor 

analysis modeled EEM fluorescence revealed changes of “humic-like” and “protein-like” FDOM 

(FDOMH and FDOMP respectively) throughout the water column. The fluorescence values were 

higher in the Pacific than in the Atlantic despite the higher absorbance in the Atlantic. When 

comparing FDOMH and AOU relationships, the correlation between Fmax 1 (446 nm) and Fmax 

2 (322 nm) increases at depths at HOT but decreases at BATS indicating that DOM at HOT is 

likely to be subjected to mineralization. Increases in AOU with depths at HOT supports this 
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observation. Strong correlations between FDOMH component Fmax 4 (453 nm) and AOU were 

found at both stations, potentially indicating common compounds contribute to the observed 

changes in Fmax 4 (453nm) at depth across ocean basins. The FDOMP component Fmax 3 (264 

nm) showed weak overall negative correlation with AOU except for  depths below 1,000 m at 

HOTs which trended positive suggesting further heterotrophic processing linked to changes in 

this FDOM component at depth. Findings from the water column profiles, UV-Vis absorbance, 

PARAFAC model fluorescence values, and AOU analyses supported the idea that DOM in the 

Atlantic and Pacific oceanic basins contained substantial differences that would impact FDOM 

production and structure. This collaborative study and future work will hopefully lead to a better 

understanding on the role of microbial carbon pump processing and transport of recalcitrant 

DOM into the deep ocean. 
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2.1 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on the  detailed analyses of optical properties from the waters of the 

sub-tropical Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. High-resolution depth profiles were collected from the 

BATS in the Atlantic Ocean and the HOT in the Pacific Ocean. The first set of samples were 

collected aboard the R.V. Atlantic Explorer in August of 2019 and transported back to CBL for 

subsequent analysis in following months. The second set of samples were collected in July of 

2021 aboard the R.V. Kilo Moana and transported back to CBL for analysis. 

The UV range of light is where most CDOM components of DOM have their maximum 

absorption and where  differences in CDOM have been observed  that correspond to changes 

driven by microbial degradation and photochemical alteration37. While several spectral 

parameters have been examined to extract information about CDOM properties, primarily 

absorption ratios, have been used, which are independent of CDOM concentrations. UV-visible 

spectra for CDOM increases approximately exponentially with decreasing wavelengths38 and is 

used here to assess marine CDOM, but direct measurements in seawater are problematic due to 

low signal intensities. One specific parameter derived from marine CDOM UV-Vis spectroscopy 

is the spectral slope (S), which has been used to provide insight into  the chemical composition 

and extrapolated to source and diagenesis state of DOM39. Calculating S over specific 

wavelength ranges, such as between 270-295 nm,  has been used to examine CDOM 

transformations during transport and through photochemical alterations37. Other wavelength 

ranges have been used for monitoring CDOM degradative processes40. De Haan and De Boer41 

used the ratio of absorption at 250 to 365 nm (called E2/E3) to track changes in the relative size 

of DOM molecules41,42. As molecular sizes increased, E2/E3 decreased because of stronger light 
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absorption by high-molecular-weight CDOM at longer wavelengths. CDOM UV-Vis 

spectroscopy is used in this study to describe CDOM depth distribution.  

Fluorescence spectroscopy (FDOM) is another tool used to describe marine CDOM and it 

is much more sensitive than UV-Vis spectroscopy. Measurements of FDOM are cheap, fast, and 

convenient ways to provide meaningful information about DOM sources, composition, or 

biodegradability7 – even from low levels of fluorescence21. Experimental evidence showed that 

pure bacteria strains or heterotrophic bacterial communities can transform substrates to different 

types of FDOM43–45, including the previously discussed FDOMH16. FDOMH is currently 

considered to be a component of RDOM because it remains relatively stable in the dark ocean 

once it is formed and it appeared to have a longer turnover time46. Investigations into FDOMH 

are often undertaken using EEM fluorescence. EEM spectroscopy is sensitive enough to analyze 

low concentrations of DOM in bulk seawater47. Several fluorescent regions within the contour 

plots of EEM data have been previously described using additional tools such as the previously 

mentioned PARAFAC modeling technique36. While direct comparisons of EEMs is an important 

qualitative (and semi-quantitative) tool, PARAFAC is used to compare large datasets of EEMs to 

deconvolutes them into components for analysis. An example of a relationship between EEM 

PARAFAC component distribution and molecular composition in the ocean is the defined 

FDOMH region has been linked to marine biota through PARAFAC modeling16,35,36. Previous 

studies using ultrahigh resolution ESI-FT-ICR- MS have been used to characterize marine DOM 

with limited success29,48–54. Studies of DOM-rich boreal rivers and lakes likewise compared 

EEM-PARAFAC components with FT-ICR-MS derived molecular formulas, identifying similar 

relationships between longer wavelength, “humic-like” fluorescent components and oxidized 

aromatic compounds55,56. Timko et al.30 investigated the depth-related changes in abundance and 
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photochemical reactivity of FDOM in the North Atlantic Ocean. EEM-PARAFAC components 

measured in samples were fit to a five-component model including components containing 

“humic-like” components30. As previously discussed, “humic-like” properties are characterized 

by showing fluorescence in the visible region, as well as components in the UV portion of the 

spectrum. This UV fluorescence is characteristic of small aromatic molecules, including the 

amino acids tryptophan and tyrosine30. The similarities found provide a strong validation that the 

modeling of the EEMs collected during photo-irradiation experiments are indicative of 

fluorescence changes occurring in the water column30. The authors also noted that since the 

observed results on the photochemical changes in marine FDOM are not limited to the Sargasso 

Sea, but can presumably generalized, at least to the greater Atlantic Ocean30.  

In order to better understand the processing and distribution of FDOM in the North 

Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans, we investigated depth-related changes of FDOM. 

Spectroscopy, PARAFAC derived component analysis, and profile comparisons were utilized 

here to help characterize and explore how FDOM changed at these sites throughout the water 

column. Temperature, depth, salinity, oxygen, and chlorophyll fluorescence were also measured 

using a conductivity, temperature, depth (CTD) profiler aboard the vessels. The focus of this 

study was to compare the changes observed by the EEM-PARAFAC and investigate the DOM 

depth profiles at the BATS and HOT stations.  

2.2 Materials and Methods 

In the sample preparation for subsequent analysis, water samples were taken using an 

established technique for extracting seawater DOM though SPE on a proprietary polystyrene 

vinyl resin (PPL). PPL SPE is commonly used for the relatively high DOC extraction efficiency 

of about 40-50% of oceanic DOM, and PPL can retain more polar compounds than other 
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commonly used reverse phase resins57. Small organic acids and highly polar compounds are still 

not retained using this technique. Therefore, WAX cartridges were attached to each PPL 

cartridge in the first profile at each site to recover additional DOM constituents that were not 

extractable by the PPL resin. This is the first time that this sequential method has been used in a 

high-resolution marine-DOM profile study and this approach has the potential to extend the 

molecular level characterization to this highly specific weak anion exchange amendable fraction 

of marine DOM. All these procedures and techniques used are described below.  

2.2.1 Sample collection 

Two research cruise expeditions were launched for the NSF project “The fate of lysis 

products of picocyanobacteria contributes to marine humic-like chromophoric dissolved organic 

matter” and DOM samples were collected from two long-term time-series stations: BATS and 

HOT. BATS and HOT were chosen to represent locations in both ocean basins that are roughly 

at similar latitude and that are accessible (Figure 2.1A). Further, a tremendous amount of 

historical data exists for both stations. However, they may not be representative for the entire 

North Atlantic or North Pacific Gyres, respectively. For example, BATS is influenced by eddies 

of the Gulf Stream and HOT is known to have relatively high primary production, which is 

unusual for oceanic gyres. The bottom panel B and C of Figure 2.1 gives a closer look at the 

stations of each time-series stations used for sampling in relation to the local archipelagos of the 

Hawai’i (B) and Bermuda (C).  

 

2.2.1a R/V Atlantic Explorer 2019 – Atlantic Sample Collection 

 The R/V Atlantic Explorer hosted the scientific team and collaborators in August 

of 2019 on an expedition to BATS (Figure 2.1 C). BATS is located at the coordinates 31°40′N 
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and 64°10′W, approximately eighty-two kilometers southeast of Bermuda’s island of St. George. 

BATS has been in operation since 1988 and is often used to represent the western North Atlantic 

subtropical gyre and is located within the Sargasso Sea. Three full depth profiles were carried out 

collecting 10 L water samples for each sample depth at 200 m depth intervals from surface to the 

seafloor at 4,530 m using Niskin water collection bottles for a total of seventy-five samples. A 

CTD profiler was attached to the rosette holding the Niskin sampling bottles and the attached 

sensors measured depth (m), temperature (⸰C), oxygen (mg O/L) and chlorophyll a fluorescence. 

2.2.1b R/V Kilo Moana 2021 – Pacific Sample Collection 

The R/V Kilo Moana hosted the scientific team in July of 2021 on an expedition to the 

Long-Term Oligotrophic Habitat Assessment (ALOHA) station of HOT (Figure 2.1 B). ALOHA 

is nominally located around a 10-kilometer radius circle centered at 22 45'N and 158 W, 

approximately 100 kilometers north of O’ahu of the Hawai’ian Islands. The HOT study has been 

in operation since 1988 for oceanographic research and data from which is considered to 

represent the oligotrophic North Pacific Ocean. Three full profiles collecting 10 L water samples 

were taken at 200 m depth intervals from surface to the seafloor at 4,730 m using Niskin water 

collection bottles for a total of seventy-eight samples. A similar CTD profiler attached to the 

water sampling rosette was used as described for BATS. 
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Aboard both cruises, 10 L samples were collected into five-gallon polycarbonate drinking 

water containers after rinsing three times using seawater samples. Standard bottles were marked 

using measured volumes of 10L for volume reference. Sample sets likely had slight variations in 

volumes due to using two different bottle types on each cruise and human error in volume filling 

approximations. Samples were then acidified with pure grade 32% hydrochloric acid from Acros 

Organics to pH of 2 prior to filtration and SPE.  

Figure 2.1 (A) Northwestern hemisphere bathymetry map of sampling sites used for this study. (B) Location of 
station ALOHA part of the HOT time-series study in relation to the Hawai’ian archipelago. (C) Location of BATS 
station part of the time-series study in relation to the Bermuda archipelago. Bathypelagic maps created in ODV 
software.  
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2.2.2 Solid phase extraction (SPE) of water samples 

DOM samples for this study were isolated through two fundamentally different types of 

solid phase extraction. The collected 10L water samples were in-line filtered through pre-ashed 

47 mm and 0.7 μm Whatman GF/F glass microfiber filters. Solid-phase extraction was conducted 

sequentially using 1g of Agilent Bond Elut PPL in 6mL cartridges and 500 mg of Waters Oasis 

WAX resin also in 6mL cartridges. All methanol (MeOH), 0.1% (v/v) formic acid (FA) water 

used for SPE in the field were LC/MS grade and the ultrapure water (RO water) used to rinse in 

the field was from systems maintained aboard the research vessels. Details about each extraction 

is given below. 

2.2.3a Solid Phase Extraction using Proprietary Polystyrene Vinyl Resin (PPL) 

Agilent Bond Elut 1g PPL cartridges were first activated with 10 mL MeOH, rinsed with 

5 mL 0.1% FA water, then loaded via lines running through pre-ashed 0.7 μm glass microfiber 

filters by gravity or a peristaltic pump as necessary at a flow rate of less than 10 mL min-1. After 

sample loading, the cartridge exterior was rinsed with ultrapure water and the sorbent was 

thoroughly rinsed with 20 mL 0.1% FA water to completely remove salts. Cartridges were then 

dried, and eluted with 10 mL MeOH into new, trace contaminant certified or acid-washed and 

combusted 40 mL glass vials.  

2.2.3b Weak Anion-Exchange 

 WAX cartridges were added beneath the PPL cartridges for the first full profile. 

Oasis Waters WAX cartridges were activated using 5 mL 2% NH4OH methanol and 5 mL 0.1% 

FA water before being loaded with the filtered and acidified sample by gravity after it had passed 

through the PPL resin. After sample loading, cartridge exteriors were rinsed with ultrapure water 

and the sorbent was rinsed with 10 mL 0.1% FA water to remove salts. Cartridges were eluted 
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with 10 mL 2% NH4OH methanol into new, trace contaminant certified or acid-washed and 

combusted 40 mL glass vials.  

 
The methanolic SPE extracts of DOM (SPE-DOM) were stored in the dark at -20 °C 

before transported back to CBL. At CBL, all extracts were stored in the dark at -20 °C prior to 

further analyses. 

2.2.3 Characterization of Optical Properties 

Samples of the methanolic SPE extracts were re-dissolved in 5 mL of ultrapure water for 

optical properties analysis after drying of 0.5 mL of the methanolic SPE sample using ultrahigh 

purity nitrogen. UV-Vis absorbance spectra and fluorescence EEMs were measured over a 10s 

integration time at an excitation wavelength range of 250-700 nm and emission wavelength 

range of 240-600 nm at 3 nm intervals using a Horiba Aqualog Spectrofluorometer, which is 

capable to measure UV-Vis absorbance and EEMs simultaneously. All absorbance and 

fluorescence spectra were blanked using scans of ultrapure water. Absorbance spectra (A(λ)) 

were converted to Napierian absorption coefficients (a(λ)) using the equation a(λ) = 

2.303*A(λ)/L, where L is the pathlength of the cuvette in m (0.01 m), and A is the raw measured 

absorbance38. Rayleigh scattering and inner filter effects were corrected using the Aqualog 

software and custom-designed post-processing scripts programmed in MATLAB. Spectra were 

normalized using the water Raman scattering of pure water and Water Raman Units. SPE-DOM 

EEMs were analyzed using statistical PARAFAC modeling using the MATLAB DrEEM 

toolbox36.Three outliers were removed because of high leverages which suggests contamination. 

A 4-component model was generated to explain the data, which was split-half validated using 

four random splits and met other validation requirements36. Unit normalization was reversed to 
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recover true scores of components. The maximum fluorescence (Fmax) values of components 

were summed for each sample and each Fmax value was calculated to explain representation by 

these statistical components.  

2.2.4 Calculations and statistical analyses 

AOU calculations were conducted by using the Ocean Data View (ODV) software by 

subtracting the in-situ oxygen measurements from oxygen saturation calculations and using CTD 

data. AOU was calculated using the equation AOU = O’2 - O2 by subtracting the measured in-

situ oxygen concentration (O2) from the theoretical oxygen saturation (O’2) at any given 

temperature and pressure (depth). Neutral density was also calculated by ODV software using 

measured in-situ temperature and salinity derived from conductivity via CTD instrumentation58. 

Neutral density (∇𝛾𝑛) was calculated using the equation ∇𝛾𝑛 = 𝑏𝜌(𝛽∇𝑆 − 𝛼∇𝜃) + 𝑅 where S is 

salinity, 𝜃 is potential temperature (°C), 𝛼 is the thermal expansion coefficient, 𝛽 is the salinity 

contraction coefficient, b is the integrating factor, and R is the residue number which is not 

zero59. Datasets were fitted with linear and polynomial regressions using Microsoft Excel.  

Spectral slopes S(275–295 nm), S(350–400 nm), their slope ratio (SR) (S(275–295 nm)/S(350–400 nm)) and 

absorption ratio E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365))were calculated using the reference wavelength and 

applied a nonlinear least-squares curve fitting procedure to the absorption spectrum exponential 

model37.  
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2.3 Results and Discussion 

CTD measurements from BATS and HOT depth profiles are given in Figure 2.2. 

Temperature measurements were found to be higher at BATS surface before decreasing more 

gradually than the sharp decrease at HOT (Figure 2.2 A). Salinity at BATS was overall higher 

than HOT and did not overlap with the BATS profile (Figure 2.2 B).  

BATS salinity reached a higher maximum near the surface and decreased more gradually 

at depths below the mixed layer. At each site, oxygen measurements showed a decrease in 

oxygen below the euphotic zone and reached a minimum. At BATS, the oxygen minimum at 

785m only reached 132.20 μmol/kg whereas the 670m minimum at HOT reached 26.92 μmol/kg 

(Figure 2.2 C). The oxygen saturation at BATS was 49.34% and at HOT it was 8.72% (Appendix 

2.1) Below the oxygen minimum layer, there is often an increase in dissolved oxygen at depth 

for two reasons: one because oxygen-rich water is denser and sinks, and two because as the 

temperature decreases, and the pressure increases the solubility of dissolved gases such as 

oxygen increases60. Dense, oxygen rich waters form in the polar regions of the Atlantic and 

circulates to the Pacific where oxygen is removed through respiration which is why the dissolved 

oxygen levels are significantly lower60. The oxygen levels at HOT gradually increased with 

depth whereas at BATS, they increased quicker and remained steady at higher levels before 

slightly decreasing near the bottom. The pronounced much lower oxygen minimum at HOT 

indicated that oxygen was removed through respiration and therefore the water column at HOT 

has higher microbial respiration when compared to BATS, as also reflected in the AOU.  
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Fluorescence calibrated for chlorophyll-a (chl-a) showed a maximum of bio-

photosynthetic activity producing chl-a at 105 m at BATS and HOT (Figure 2.2 D). The overall 

higher chl-a levels at HOT with a maximum of 0.48 ug/L than the 0.29 ug/L at BATS indicated 

an overall higher primary production (Figure 2.2 D), further building evidence of more 

biological activity at HOT. Correlations between DOM fluorescence and chl-a has been 

previously found to correlate positively with the FDOMH components and negatively with the 

FDOMP33,46,61 components in fluorescence data of surface waters but was not supported in this 

study. There was a greater initial rate of increase in water density at BATS from 23.34 kg/m3 at 5 

m to 26.09 kg/m3 at 150 m (Figure 2.2 E), whereas HOT only increased from 22.98 kg/m3 to 

24.81 kg/m3. The increase in density at the surface of BATS is more gradual until about 1,000 m 

whereas HOT continued to increase down the water column. Previous studies have demonstrated 

Figure 2.2 Comparing station BATS in the Atlantic (blue) and HOT in the Pacific (orange) water column CTD 
profiles. (A) Temperature [°C] at depth. (B) Salinity [PSU] at depth.  (C) Oxygen [μmol/kg] at depth. (D) 
Chlorophyl-a [ug/L] at depth. (E) Neutral density [kg/m^3] at depth.  
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that absorption at 300 nm and spectral slopes are indicators of CDOM molecular information62–

65. The UV-band absorptions (i.e., 250–440 nm) are studied because some aromatic compounds 

have their absorption maxima in the UV range and are believed to contain more chemical 

information of CDOM composition than the visible wavelengths62,66. The UV range is where 

most CDOM components have their maximum absorptivity and the absorption spectra increases 

approximately exponentially with decreasing wavelengths 37,38.  

Figure 2.3 A showed the initial absorbance at 300 nm (a (300 nm)) at BATS to be at a 

minimum of 8.33 nm m-1 at the 5 m of depth before increasing to 12.90 nm m-1 at 75 m. After 

which, the absorbance decreased to a local minima of 11.35 nm m-1 at 600 m before increasing 

back to 14.34 nm m-1 at 1,000 m and fluctuating within a standard deviation of +/-0.56 nm m-1 

until reaching the maximum of 15.44 nm m-1 at 4,000 m. After the maximum, the absorbance 

dips and increases once more before reaching a minima of 12.93 nm m-1 at the final depth of 

4,530 m. Figure 2.3 A shows the initial a(300nm) at HOT to be at a minimum of 6.13 nm m-1 at 

the 5 m of depth before increasing to 10.18 nm m-1 at 75 m. After which, the absorbance slightly 

decreases before increasing to a local maxima of 13.68 nm m-1 at 600 m. At depths greater than 

600 m, the absorbance showed a fluctuating decreasing trend with a standard deviation of 0.83 

nm m-1 and a local minima of 9.41 nm m-1 at the final depth of 4,530 m. Figure 2.3 A shows that 

the overall absorption was consistently higher at BATS than at HOT other than at 600 m where 

BATS decreased and HOT increased in absorbance. Table 2.1 supported these observations with 

regression analysis results. In Figure 2.3 A, BATS showed higher absorption coefficient at 300 

nm while Table 2.1 showed that BATS also had narrower range of absorption and lower standard 

deviation.  
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In addition to the findings in Figure 2.3 A, it is worth noting that Figure 2.2 B showed a 

minimum in salinity at HOT just before 500 m, right where the a300 for HOT jumps from 11.32 

nm m-1 at 400 m to 13.68 nm m-1 at 600 m. Grebel et al.67 found that seawater concentrations of 

chloride and bromide ions enhance absorbance photobleaching reaction rates by approximately 

40%, regardless of DOM source or the presence or absence of carbonate ions. Drastic changes in 

ionic strength and DIC can fundamentally change the degradation of CDOM with increasing 

salinity67, therefore these shifts in absorbance could be explained by fundamental differences in 

ocean basin DIC processing resulting in divergent FDOM formation. The different salinity 

concentrations at BATS and HOT indirectly control factors that change the photochemical 

impact on the different metabolite transformations occurring in these ocean basins, but further 

research must be conducted to understand its leverage over other factors.  

Figure 2.3 B showed the initial spectral slope of 275 nm – 295 nm (S275–295), at BATS to 

be at a maximum of 0.041 nm at 5 m before decreasing to 0.032 nm at 75 m and increasing to a 

local maxima of 0.034 at 400 m. At depths greater than 400 m, S275–295 at BATS showed a 

decreasing trend in absorbance until 0.027 nm at 4,400 m where it increased to a local maxima of 

0.028 nm at the final depth of 4,530 m. The S275–295 profiles in Figure 2.3 B showed consistently 

higher slopes at depths but the S275–295 decreased with depth at BATS. At HOT, while the initial 

S275–295 was the overall greatest in this dataset, the following decrease had slopes consistently 

lower than BATS, but increased with depth. Helms et al.37 concluded from their experiments that 

the shifts in SR and S275–295 were related to shifts in molecular weight (MW)37. Lower S275–295 

and SR values generally reflected a higher MW and reflected a lower MW vice versa37. Figure 

2.3 B showed trends that were consistent with the Helms et al.37 suggestion that the lower S275–295 

values at HOT than BATS indicated that FDOM compounds had higher a MW at HOT than at 
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BATS. This would also imply the gradual increase in S275–295 at HOT from 0.023 nm at 1200 m 

to a local maxima of 0.026 nm at the final depth of 4,530 m was indicative of a decreasing trend 

in MW with depth. With the same reasoning, the decreasing trend in absorbance from 1,200 m 

until 4,400 m would indicate an increasing trend in MW with depth at BATS.  

 
The spectral slopes of UV-Vis absorption spectra were indicative of distinct differences 

in the molecular composition of CDOM. Specific slopes S275–295 (Figure 2.3 B) and S350–400 

(Figure 2.3 C) indicated these molecular changes throughout the depth profiles and between 

ocean basins. Different spectral ranges produced different spectral slopes, because the CDOM 

absorption spectra did not follow a continuous exponential decay with increasing wavelengths. 

Previous works have highlighted the distinction that samples that were mostly marine in 

character had a higher sample S275–295 than S350–40037, which was true for both sub-sample sets at 

BATS and HOT. Helms et al.37 also suggested that the primary factor controlling CDOM optical 

properties is the intramolecular charge transfer capability of CDOM68, then a decrease in MW 

would alter the potential for intramolecular charge transfer interactions. This would shift the 

absorption spectrum toward shorter wavelengths, causing steeper S275–295, shallower S350–400, and 

increased SR37,68. Figure 2.3 B-D reflected this by showing steeper S275–295 values, shallower 

S350–400, and increased SR values at both BATS and HOT. 
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Figure 2.3 Depth profiles of the HOT and BATS analyzed using PPL SPE-DOM (A) absorption coefficient at 300 nm 
(a (300)); spectral slopes (B) S275–295, and (C) S350–400; (D) spectral slope ratio SR (S275–295/S350–400); and (E) absorption 
ratio E2/E3 (a (250)/a (365)).  
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 The absorption ratio E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365)) is typically negatively correlated with 

CDOM MW41,42,69, hence a decrease of E2/E3 could indicate an increase in CDOM molecular 

size37, however this assumption may not hold for marine DOM, because this correlation has been 

only confirmed to date for freshwater samples. The E2/E3 increased at HOT between 500 m and 

roughly 3,000 m, was not observed at BATS. Table 2.1 showed a considerably larger range of 

the E2/E3 values for HOT, with much higher values at the surface and substantially lower values 

between 500 m and 3,000 m at HOT further supporting evidence of fundamental molecular 

differences between HOT and BATS. Understanding DOM behavior at depths is critical in 

understanding the substantial differences in marine DOM.  Because the overall absorption 

coefficients at 300 nm (a300) were higher at BATS and lower at HOT, the UV-Vis absorption 

derived parameters exhibited a much more dynamic pool of FDOM at HOT, meaning that the 

higher absorbance is not translating to higher fluorescence.  

EEM fluorescence components of the PPL SPE-DOM showed variations that fitted best 

to a four component EEM-PARAFAC model (Figure 2.4 A). Three out of the four validated 

components with maximum emission wavelengths following the signal: Fmax 1 (446 nm), Fmax 

2 (322 nm), and Fmax 4 (453 nm) fit the FDOMH descriptions from literature33,47,70. These EEM-

 

 
HOT BATS 

 
Range Mean SD Range Mean SD 

a(300) (1/m) 6.13-13.68 10.5482306 1.34875309 8.33-15.44 13.4917414 1.56359765 

s275-295 (1/nm) 0.023-0.045 0.02641209 0.00457873 0.026-0.041 0.02902284 0.00307481 

s350-400 (1/nm) 0.018-0.026 0.02001869 0.0016904 0.019-0.026 0.02110769 0.00138565 

Slope Ratio 1.19-1.75 1.31602788 0.13789749 1.22-1.74 1.37558617 0.1085833 

E2/E3 10.04-43.33 13.2632004 6.45748872 12.17-29.28 14.1369202 3.60277245 

Table 2.1 The range, mean value, and standard deviation (SD) of the HOT and BATS PPL SPE-DOM absorption 
coefficient at 300 nm (a (300)); spectral slopes S275–295, and S350–400; spectral slope ratio SR (S275–295/S350–400); and 
absorption ratio E2/E3 (a (250)/a (365)). 
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PARAFAC components showed similar patterns including the large Stokes shift of the 

previously defined FDOMH fluorescence peaks. The Fmax 3 (264 nm) component with 

maximum emission wavelength of 264 nm exhibited similar optical appearance as what was 

historically considered to be the FDOMP or protein-like component47,71. 

Fmax components were plotted against sample in the water column at BATS (Figure 2.4 

B) and HOT (Figure 2.4 C). Fmax 1 (446 nm) at BATS showed an increase in fluorescence from 

the surface to a local maxima of 0.47 RU at 1,000 m before incrementally increasing at depths to 

a maximum of 0.54 RU at 4,400 m but decreased to a local minima of 0.45 RU just above the 

seafloor and a depth of 4,530 m. Fmax 1 (446 nm) at HOT showed a greater increase in 

fluorescence from the surface to 600 m to a maximum of 0.99 RU before gradually decreasing to 

the minimum of 0.81 RU at the seafloor, but also showing a further distinct decrease between 

Figure 2.4 (A) Optical Properties of PPL SPE-DOM PARAFAC component EEMs for BATS, Atlantic and 
HOT, Pacific with each maximum emission wavelength. (B) Fluorescent maximum of PARAFAC 
components 1-4 at depths of BATS, Atlantic in Raman Units [RU] (C) Fluorescent maximum of PARAFAC 
components 1-4 at depths of HOT, Pacific [RU].  
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4,600 m and the seafloor at 4,720 m, similar to the observed trend at BATS. Notable increases in 

fluorescence at 3,000 m and 3,600 m at HOT are unexplained. There is some indication of 

notable behavior at 3,000 m and 3,600 m in the UV-vis absorbance at 300nm (Figure 2.3 A) but 

nothing that would indicate an explanation in the depth profile (Figure 2.2). Fmax 2 (322 nm) at 

BATS at HOT showed overall similar patterns. Fmax 2 (322 nm) at BATS increased from the 

surface to a local maxima of 0.58 RU at 1,000 m and a maximum of 0.66 RU at 4,000 m and 

decreasing to 0.54 RU at the bottom. Fmax 2 (322 nm) at HOT increased from the surface to a 

maximum of 1.24 RU at 600 m before gradually decreasing to a local minima at 1.04 RU at the 

bottom. Fmax 3 (264 nm) at BATS decreased from a maximum of 0.46 RU at the surface to 0.26 

RU at 600 m before remaining relatively consistent at depths to a local maximum of 0.29 RU at 

4,000 m and decreasing to a local minimum of 0.24 at the bottom. Fmax 3 (264 nm) at HOT 

decreased from the maximum of 0.79 RU at the surface to a local minima at 0.27 RU at 1,000 m 

and remained relatively constant at depths before decreasing to the minimum of 0.26 RU at the 

bottom. The additional decrease between the bottom samples collected just 10 m above the 

sediment was again observed for both stations here. Fmax 4 (453 nm) at BATS increased from 

0.04 RU from the surface to the local maxima of 0.14 RU at 1,000 m before increasing gradually 

to the maximum at 0.15 RU at 4,400 m and decreasing to 0.13 RU at the bottom. Fmax 4 (453 

nm) at HOT increased from 0.05 RU to local maxima at 0.38 RU at 600 m before gradually 

decreasing but with an increase to the maximum of 0.39 RU at 1,600 m and local minima of 0.26 

RU at the bottom. Once again, this component also showed this additional decrease just above 

the seafloor. Hence, all FDOMH components behaved similarly with depth.  

 Overall, among these time-series study stations, the FDOMH EEM fluorescence intensity 

at surface waters were found to be depleted, while the FDOMP component was enriched, 
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consistent with previous studies30. The relative changes in the EEM fluorescence data and Fmax 

values in the water column indicated that FDOM was not simply produced in the euphotic zone 

because these relative changes persist throughout the water column. It is likely that the relative 

changes were indications of FDOM undergoing further transformations while exhibiting similar 

fluorescence components throughout the water column beyond the euphotic zone and mixed 

layer transported metabolites while maintaining the FDOMH characteristics. As depth increases, 

the observed humic-like and protein-like optical properties increased for FDOMH components at 

both stations. These typical FDOMH peaks have been previously shown to increase with depth 

and exhibited in these earlier studies relatively stable behavior below 1000-1400m in 

bathypelagic layers of the global ocean22,30,72. The FDOMP or protein-like component decreased 

in fluorescence with depth at both BATS and HOT. These results were also consistent with 

findings of previous studies33. However, after demonstrating the strength of the statistical EEM-

PARAFAC analysis of the fluorescence data, a detailed assessment of the results further 

illuminated the intricate relationships of marine FDOM between and within the Atlantic and 

Pacific oceans. Specifically, the contrary behavior of FDOMH at depth and the continued 

decrease at HOT and increase at BATS below 1,000 m is intriguing and warrants further 

investigations.  

 To elaborate in greater detail the already observed substantial differences between HOT 

and BATS deep samples, we combined the data below 1,000 m for the UV-Vis absorbance data 

and the EEM-PARAFAC component data (Figure. 2.5).  Given that high molecular weight 

(HMW) CDOM typically has higher absorption at longer wavelengths, CDOM at BATS is 

presumed to have a HMW when compared to HOT samples. This might be related to the special 

case of deep water formation in the North Atlantic and the subduction of Arctic DOM, that is 
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enriched in terrestrially-derived DOM33. Figure 2.5 A showed the much higher absorption 

coefficient at BATS than at HOT at 300nm. Figure 2.5 B showed the slightly higher S275–295 at 

BATS than at HOT, indicating substantial differences in the quality of the CDOM composition. 

Figure 2.5 C showed the S350–400 values to be overlapping but higher overall at BATS than HOT. 

Figure 2.5 D showed an overall higher SR at BATS than HOT, once again indicative for 

substantial differences in the CDOM composition. Figure 2.5 E showed an overlapping E2/E3 

ratio but overall higher values at BATS than at HOT.  

 Figure 2.5 Ocean basin comparisons of UV-absorbance and PARAFAC component Fmax values analyzed from 
PPL SPE-DOM below 1000m. (A) absorption coefficient at 300 nm (a(300)); spectral slopes (B) S275–295, and (C) 
S350–400; (D) spectral slope ratio SR (S275–295/S350–400); and (E) absorption ratio E2/E3 (a(250)/a(365)). (F) 
PARAFAC component 1-4 Fmax values at each site. 
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Figure 2.5 F showed the significantly higher fluorescence of all FDOMH components. 

CDOM and FDOM are directly linked by apparent fluorescence quantum yield (AQY) of DOM, 

which reflects the efficiency of chromophores emitting fluorescence light after absorbing it73. It 

became abundantly clear that fundamental differences in AQY have to be present and was 

further indicated by the correlation between Fmax values and a300 (Figure 2.6 A) and also 

spectral slope values (Figure. 2.6 B).  

 
 Directly comparing the UV-Vis absorbance data with the PARAFAC modeled 

fluorescence showed distinct differences in the two sample profiles. There was no overlap of 

absorbance or slope values between sites (Figure 2.6; Table 2.2). The a300 at HOT showed 

negative nonlinear slopes with downward pointing parabola of Fmax 1 (446 nm) and Fmax 2 

(322 nm) whereas BATS showed positive slopes with upward facing parabola. Indicating that the 

fluorescence increased as absorbance decreased at HOT, but the fluorescence increased as 

absorbance increased at BATS. Overall, these two components showed similar trends within 

their respective oceanic basins and provided insights on the different FDOM processing 

occurring that yielded the changes in fluorescence. Earlier, the nature of the spectral slope 

Figure 2.6 Comparing UV-Vis absorbance at 300 nm (A) and the spectral slope of S275–295 (B) with PARAFAC component 
Fmax values analyzed from PPL SPE-DOM below 1000 m.  
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parameter was noted to indicate MW41,42. The overall decreasing trends in fluorescence as 

spectral slope increased hinted that the MW increased as absorbance increased, which was also 

consistent with the higher absorbance values at the surface seen in Figure 2.3 A.  

Table 2.2 Regression analysis of the HOT and BATS PPL SPE-DOM absorption coefficient at 300 nm (a (300)) and 
spectral slope S275–295 with each PARAFAC component fmax values. 

 

 

In further investigating the statistical EEM-PARAFAC analysis, all Fmax values were 

correlated to each other for the entire depth profiles (Figure 2.7 A, C, E), but also on samples that 

were all taken below 3,000 m (Figure 2.7 B, D, F) to better compare the FDOM in the abyssal  

  BATS HOT 
Parameter Fmax Slope R² Regression Slope R² Regression 

a300 

1 -0.23 0.81 0.0097x2 - 0.23x + 1.94 0.82 0.72 -0.036x2 + 0.82x - 3.48 
2 -0.24 0.65 0.0098x2 - 0.24x + 1.95 0.65 0.92 -0.028x2 + 0.65x - 2.83 
3 0.17 0.12 -0.0057x2+0.17x-1 0.16 0.33 -0.0068x2 + 0.16x - 0.63 
4 0.10 0.54 0.0039x2 - 0.10x + 0.77 0.27 0.98 -0.01x2 + 0.27x - 1.37 

S275-295 

1 248.18 0.21 
-4879.3x2 + 248.18x - 

2.54 677.96 0.24 -14013x2 + 677.96x - 7.0401 

2 -72.23 0.38 
749.95x2 - 72.23x + 

1.89 277.8 0.53 -6188.7x2 + 277.8x - 2.1612 

3 
-

826.28 0.16 
14961x2 - 826.28x + 

11.67 -145 0.03 2852.4x2 - 145x + 2.1411 

4 -9.05 0.41 -30.5x2 - 9.05x + 0.41 
-

303.12 0.76 5432x2 - 303.12x + 4.5017 
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Figure 2.7 Fmax values and their correlations to each other. (A)  Fmax 1 (446nm) vs. Fmax 2 (322nm) throughout the water 
column and (B) Fmax 1 (446nm) vs. Fmax 2 (322nm) below 3,000 m. (C) Fmax 1 (446nm) vs. Fmax 4 (453nm) throughout the 
water column and (D) Fmax 1 (446nm) vs. Fmax 4 (453nm) below 3,000 m. (E) Fmax 2 (322nm)  vs. Fmax 4 (453nm) throughout 
the water column and (F) Fmax 2 (322nm)  vs. Fmax 4 (453nm) below 3,000 m. 
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Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Fmax 1 (446 nm) was compared to Fmax 2 (322 nm) and 

showed a strong non-linear correlation of all FDOMH components at HOT and a much more 

linear relationship at BATS throughout the entire water column (Figure 2.7 A). Fmax 1 (446 nm) 

was compared to Fmax 4 (453 nm) and showed the overall strongest relationship between 

components at both sites (Figure 2.7 B). Fmax 2 (322 nm) compared to emission maxima of 

Fmax 4 (453 nm) also showed strong correlation in the full profile at both sites (Figure 2.7 C). 

However, the Fmax 1 (446 nm): Fmax 2 (322 nm) and Fmax 2 (322 nm): Fmax 4 (453 nm) 

relationships fell apart at depths below 3,000 m (Figure 2.7 B & F). This indicated that the 

common component, Fmax 2 (322 nm), was likely more labile and thus subject to more 

remineralization than the other components. These comparisons gave good insight to the overall 

fluorescence intensity patterns in these statistically derived components to help determine 

component changes throughout the profiles. It is often assumed that DOM is highly conserved52, 

and that its chemical character is similar across many marine environments9. This study is in 

contrast to these assumptions. The fundamental differences in behavior of FDOMH at HOT 

versus BATS suggested that fundamental compositional differences must exist in FDOM from 

BATS and HOT.  

In further investigating the statistical EEM-PARAFAC analysis of the fluorescence data, 

the output of fluorescent PARAFAC components Fmax1 (446 nm), Fmax2 (322 nm) and Fmax 4 

(453 nm) were compared to the FDOMP component Fmax3 (264 nm) (Figure 2.8 A-F). This 

analysis was undertaken to better understand the interrelationships of statistically derived 

fluorescent components throughout the water columns and specifically between the Pacific and 

Atlantic Ocean Basins. FDOMH Fmax 1 (446 nm), Fmax2 (322 nm), and Fmax4 (453 nm) were 

compared to FDOMP Fmax3 (264 nm) from a full depth profile (Figure 2.8 A-B), below the 
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mixed layer) (>1,000 m) (Figure 2.8 C-D, and at greater depths (>3,000 m) (Figure 2.8 E-F). The 

abundance of FDOMP components has typically been considered to be controlled by biological 

productivity and microbial consumption because protein-like components in marine 

Figure 2.8 PARAFAC model component comparison of optical behavior [RU] based on sampling site, and depth using 
PPL SPE-DOM. Fmax 1 (464nm), 2 (322nm), 4 (453nm) with emission maxima of Fmax 1(446nm), Fmax 2 (322nm), 
Fmax 4 (453nm) respectively compared with Fmax 3 (264nm) at BATS (A) and HOT (B) above and below 1200m.  
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environments are presumed to be derived from aromatic amino acids, such as tryptophan and/or 

tyrosine 71,74. The substantial shifts in correlations amongst components at depths below 1,000 m 

and 3,000 m across the basins confirmed the complicated relationship between FDOMP and 

FDOMH. Specifically, the weak correlation of FDOMH with the FDOMP components below 

1000 m, but a better correlation at depth cannot be easily explained and needs further research, 

which is beyond this study. Comparable trends were observed at HOT in the Pacific than at 

BATS in the Atlantic, however the slopes were distinctly different indicating that Pacific and 

Atlantic DOM underwent fundamentally different transformations resulting in these different 

relationships summarized in Figure 2.8, or have fundamental differences in structure and hence 

reactivity, yet maintaining similar fluorescence pattern. 

AOU was calculated from the measured oxygen concentration and saturation derived 

from CTD measurements (Figure 2.9 A). Substantial differences in AOU between BATS and 

HOT were observed and once again point to fundamental differences in DOM processing or 

composition. AOU at HOT showed a greater increase in oxygen utilization. which is a proxy for 

heterotrophic respiration, from the surface to the oxygen minimum around 750 m depth as seen 

Figure 2.9 (A) Apparent oxygen utilization and (B) oxygen saturation depth profiles at BATS, Atlantic and 
HOT, Pacific Oceans.  
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in the oxygen saturation profile (Figure 2.9 B). The oxygen minimum reached as low as 7.8% 

oxygen saturation, which is low and indicated an extensive oxygen minimum zone (OMZ). AOU 

in the Atlantic at BATS showed a much more gradual and smaller increase from the surface to 

the oxygen minimum around 865m reaching only a minimal value of 49.1% oxygen saturation 

(Figure 2.8 B). Below the oxygen minimum in the Pacific, AOU gradually decreased with depths 

whereas in the Atlantic, AOU sharply decreased below the oxygen minimum and then gradually 

increases with depths, indicative again of drastic differences between BATS and HOT in 

microbial respiration derived from AOU calculations. These results supported previous findings 

of historical data from BATS and HOT studies with consistent AOU and oxygen saturation 

patterns75,76. Recently, a study of BATS oceanographic observations have been analyzed and 

indicated an accelerated deoxygenation in the surface at BATS due to ocean warming, 

salinification, and acidification that can impact controls on community productivity75. At HOT, 

shallower, more intense OMZ off the eastern North Pacific were shown to be increasing despite 

declining midwater oxygen concentrations and becoming increasingly dominant77.  

Because AOU has been used as an indicator of microbial activity in the dark ocean78,79, 

and FDOM has been previously correlated to AOU33,80, Fmax values were compared with AOU 

in the water column at each site and provided new insights based on the high resolution data 

(Figure 2.10). The linear regressions between AOU and the presumed biologically refractory 

FDOMH gave interesting insights in this relationship. On the left side of Figure 2.10, the FDOMH 

components: Fmax 1 (446 nm) in Figure 2.10 A, Fmax 2 (322 nm) in Figure 2.10 B and Fmax 4 

(453nm) in Figure 2.10 D showed overall strong, positive correlations with AOU in the HOT 

profile but less in the BATS profile, which is supported by previous studies75,81.  
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Fmax 1 (446 nm), Fmax 2 (322 nm), and Fmax 4 (453 nm) all showed stronger positive 

correlation with AOU at HOT than at BATS throughout the water column and show weaker 

correlations below 1,000 m. The FDOMP component: Fmax 3 (264 nm) in Figure 2.10 C showed 

negative and weak correlations with AOU in the depth profile, but below 1,000 m, HOT showed 

a weak, and positive correlation and BATS showed a weak, negative correlation. This suggested 

that the processes producing and transforming FDOMP were different at each of the sampling 

stations. 

A closer look of data from below 1,000 m, showed that the correlation between Fmax 1 

(446 nm) and AOU appeared to be different between BATS and HOT (Figure. 10 A, right 

panel).  The other FDOMH Fmax 2 (322 nm) in Figure 2.10 B, left panel showed also an overall 

strong positive correlation with AOU in the combined data set. Below 1,000m, a similar 

divergence than in Fmax 1 (446 nm) was also apparent with this component (Figure. 10 B, right 

panel). Because AOU usually is used as an indicator of microbial activity in the dark ocean78, 

higher values imply high amount of dissolved oxygen consumption by remineralization 

processes. The linear regression indicated that FDOMH was produced as organic matter is 

oxidized biologically. In both FDOMH component comparisons, the high resolution of these 

profiles showed that the slope of the linear regression was significantly higher at HOT than 

BATS, at which could be explained by a higher FDOM production at HOT due to increased 

remineralization because of the rich, dense, oxygen-rich bottom waters in the Pacific33. In figure 

2.10 E-F showed FDOMP Fmax 3 (264 nm) compared to AOU which trended negatively in the 

BATS and HOT profiles: HOT showed a greater slope of -488.68 whereas the slope at BATS 

was -391.34. At depths below 1,000 m, the FDOMP Fmax 3 (264 nm) and AOU linearity 

disappears and the trending slope at HOT is positive (Figure. 10 F) The deeper samples were  
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Figure 2.10 A-D Correlations between AOU and PARAFAC fluorescence components Fmax1-4 in the entire water 
column (left panels) and below 1,200m depth (right panel) at BATS and HOT.  
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highlighted with circles and did not show any correlation at all. The third FDOMH 

component, Fmax 4 (453 nm) showed an even stronger overall positive correlation with AOU at 

BATS and HOT (Figure 2.10 G-H) than Fmax 1 (464 nm) and Fmax 2 (322 nm). Interestingly, 

samples collected below 1,000 m and showed strong linear regression of all data collected from 

both BATS and HOT seen as the dotted line in Figure 10 H. A strong correlation between 

FDOM fluorescence with AOU was demonstrated for the Pacific Ocean with a coefficient of 

determination of 0.757 at HOT suggesting that this relationship is indicative of in situ production 

of refractory FDOM at depth35. . Our results agree with generalizations of previous findings and 

indicated that there is a stronger correlation of AOU at depth with FDOMH at HOT in the Pacific 

than at BATS in the Atlantic. Levels of FDOMH components Fmax 1 (446 nm), Fmax 2 (322nm) 

and Fmax 4 (453 nm) were linearly correlated to AOU in the bathypelagic layer, implying that 

all FDOMH components were likely in situ produced during microbial degradation processes of 

organic matter. The poor linear regression fit of the FDOMP component, Fmax 3 (264 nm), of 

both sites below depths of 1,000 m supports evidence that the production of FDOMP is similar in 

not correlating with AOU and the processes associated with oxygen utilization (Figure 2.10 C). 

The notable strong correlation between AOU and Fmax 4 (453 nm) at both stations in Figure 

2.10 D has not been previously described and might indicate the specifically usefulness of this 

EEM-PARAFAC component in describing AOU-FDOM relationships. This study described in 

detail the optical properties of two high resolution depth profiles at BATS and HOT and revealed 

novel and nuanced relationships between FDOM fluorescence and AOU in the Atlantic and 

Pacific Oceans using directly comparable sample collections and processing protocols.  

In addition to the PPL SPE-DOM samples, the WAX extract also showed some 

interesting behavior in optical properties with depth at BATS and HOT. The biggest difference 
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was that the WAX resin collected much less CDOM than PPL, which was expected and reflected 

in the much lower absorbance at 300 nm for BATS and HOT (Figure 2.11 A). Interestingly, the 

WAX extracts showed higher values for the spectral slope S275-295 at BATS than at HOT. These 

differences provide further evidence that the WAX extracts were also fundamentally different 

between BATS and HOT and continued to support the finding that BATS and HOT CDOM is 

remarkably different at the molecular level.  

The fluorescence of the WAX SPE-DOM showed variations that fitted best to a four 

component EEM-PARAFAC model (Figure 2.12 A). Three out of the four validated components 

fitted again the FDOMH descriptions from literature33,47,70 while the fourth likely accounted for 

contamination caused by protein-like fluorescence. Fmax values below 1,000 m for each site 

plotted side by side revealed only significant differences in Fmax 2 (322nm) (Figure. 2.12 B). 

Overall BATS seemed to also have higher fluorescent AQY in this fraction, but it should be 

noted that the scales here were much smaller than the magnitude of the PPL SPE-DOM findings. 

In conclusion, the absorbance and fluorescence data in the fundamentally different fractions 

Figure 2.11 Comparing WAX SPE-DOM sample absorbance collected at BATS and HOT. (A) Box plot 
comparison of averaged WAX absorbance at 300 nm values below 1,000m depth. (B) Box plot comparison of 
averaged WAX spectral slope S275-295 values below 1,000 m depth.  
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isolated by PPL and WAX converge and tell similar stories about fundamental DOM differences 

between these two ocean basins. 

  

Figure 2.12 (A) WAX SPE-DOM PARAFAC component EEMs for BATS and HOT. (B) Fluorescent maximum of 
PARAFAC components 1-3 values below 1,000 m at BATS and HOT.  
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2.4 Conclusions 
 In this study, I used absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy to compare DOM 

composition between depth profiles of HOT and BATS ocean transects. The overall absorption 

was consistently higher at BATS than at HOT other than at 600 m where BATS samples 

decreased, and HOT samples increased in absorbance (Figure 2.3 A). Trends of S275–295 and SR 

values increased at depths for HOT, supporting the evidence that the MW of compounds were 

overall decreasing in the Pacific given the inversely proportional findings of previous studies 

(Figure 2.3 B & D). The higher absorption ratio E2/E3 at the HOT surface indicated that the 

CDOM MW was smaller in the Pacific (Figure 2.3 E). PARAFAC modeled EEM fluorescence 

showed evidence of consistent FDOMH and FDOMP throughout the water column. The 

fluorescence values were higher in the Pacific than in the Atlantic (Figure 2.4 B & C) despite the 

overall greater absorbance and E2/E3 ratio values in the Atlantic. At HOT, the relationships 

between Fmax 1 (446 nm): Fmax 2 (322 nm) and Fmax 2 (322 nm): Fmax 4 (453 nm) fall apart 

at depths indicating that the common component was likely subjected to remineralization (Figure 

2.7 B & F). A ubiquitous strong correlation was found between all of the Fmax 4 (453nm) 

samples at BATS and HOT at depths below 1,000m and AOU (Figure 2.10 H). FDOMH 

component comparisons showed high resolution profiles with higher linear regression slope at 

HOT than BATS, at which could be explained by a higher FDOM production at HOT due to 

increased remineralization because of the dense, oxygen-rich bottom waters in the Pacific33.  The 

FDOMP Fmax 3 (264 nm) showed only a weak overall negative correlation with AOU in the 

BATS and HOT profiles, but this seemed only to be present at shallower depth (<1,000 m) 

(Figure. 10 E). Findings from the water column profiles, UV-Vis absorbance, PARAFAC model 

fluorescence values and AOU analyses supported the idea that DOM in the Atlantic and Pacific 

oceanic basins are composed of fundamentally different molecules, differences in FDOM 
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production, and remineralization between basins - sometimes structured by depth. Hence FDOM 

production and reactivity are key in explaining the observed differences in bulk DOC in 

understanding marine carbon cycling. 
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Chapter 3: Comparing Optical Profiles and Nutrient Analyses of Synechococcus-Derived 

Dissolved Organic Matter during Long-Term Incubation Experiments 

Abstract 

Marine carbon is a key component of the Earth’s active carbon cycle and marine 

microbial communities play a critical role in processing carbon in global biogeochemical cycles. 

DOM deriving from picocyanobacterial cells via situationally unique mechanisms such as viral 

lysis and metazoan grazing complicate carbon can be stored in the oceans at time scales ranging 

from days to hundreds or thousands of years. Optical properties of DOM are commonly used as 

proxies to identify and quantify refractory or accumulating DOM in the deep ocean. Therefore, 

there is a need to assess the impact of microbial process on the chemical nature of DOM. We 

added Synechococcus-derived DOM to an oligotrophic microbial community and followed the 

changes by measuring and modeling the changes in fluorescence patterns over time. Bacterial 

community structure, nutrients, DOC, and optical properties of pressure system lysed 

Synechococcus degradation products were monitored in three dark-incubation experiments and 

three controls over a year-long incubation period. The addition of SDOM resulted in dramatic 

changes based on the nutrients, DOC and microbial community profiles, especially in the early 

days of incubation. This analysis of changes in nutrient speciation, and optical properties over 

the course of a year revealed nuanced changes in the inorganic nitrogen speciation along with 

fundamental shifts in the microbial community structure as well as the dynamic changes of the 

FDOM derived from lysed Synechococcus cells. Overall, the experimental analyses found that 

the microbial communities transformed the SDOM and confirmed the production of refractory 

FDOM from the initial materials. Linking products of microbial processes to chromophore 
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optical signatures and spectroscopy is a capstone in understanding parts of the global carbon 

cycle over decades of research.  
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3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Microbial Carbon Processing 

The oceans play an important part of the Earth’s carbon cycle and DOM is one of the 

biggest pools of reduced and complex carbon on Earth. Marine DOM is a complex mixture of 

chemical compounds that is typically compartmentalized into pools determined by their 

reactivity: labile, semi-labile, or refractory with respective storage timescales of days, months to 

years, to hundreds of years to millennium as mentioned earlier, but this traditional view has been 

recently challenged8.  

Marine microbial communities and specifically photo-autotrophs play a critical role in 

global biogeochemical cycling by converting sunlight energy into chemical energy through 

fixing large amounts of atmospheric carbon dioxide in the photosynthetic process and 

synthesizing half of the global photosynthetic biomass12.  Autochthonous DOM is then either 

directly released from photosynthetic eukaryotic organisms or produced during a cascade of 

trophic interactions13. The quantity and composition of microbial communities likely determines 

the  rate of atmospheric CO2 sequestering  and the chemical structure of resulting DOM. 

Therefore, there is a need to examine the marine microbial communities that produce and 

interact with DOM to further our understanding of the dynamics of these processes and impact 

on long-term carbon storage. DOM and microbial community structures depend on each other 

and perhaps can be phrased as a chemical-biological symbiosis. 

The biologically labile fraction of DOC produced by photoautotrophs is routed through 

rapid bacterial production and mineralized and represents a large flux of the oceans’ carbon. 

DOC that is not immediately mineralized accumulates as biologically semi-labile and refractory 

DOC and has conservative spectroscopic and chemical properties, often used to trace DOC 
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composition changes related to biolability5. Removal of refractory DOC via abiotic processes 

equates to only a fraction of sinking particulate organic carbon but is four times the rate of 

organic carbon sequestration in deep ocean sediments5. This disconnection between the AOU 

rates continues to challenge our current understanding of the marine carbon cycle that requires a 

more accurate assessment of fundamental biogeochemical drivers of surface water DOM 

concentrations and reactivity, biological carbon pump efficiency, and the autotrophic 

communities that are the ultimate but variable sources of marine DOM. Exploring the microbial 

and physiochemical constraints of DOM reactivity and microbial degradation is necessary for a 

more accurate assessment of the active and dynamic role marine DOM plays in the global carbon 

cycle in a changing world.  

 Global warming and increased ocean temperatures will increase carbon flow through the 

microbial carbon pump82. Large-scale changes in phytoplankton communities as shown in 

Flombaum et al.20 could create a cascade of changes in the microbial community along with the 

higher marine carbon-flux with unknown consequences with regard to carbon storage. Hence, the 

importance of picocyanobacteria as a large and ubiquitous source of DOM should not be 

ignored, but little is known today about stable metabolites or stable degradation products from 

these very important primary producers, that account for the majority of primary production in 

the oligotrophic ocean16. Estimates indicate that these microorganisms provide 45.2% of the total 

primary productivity accounted for in  the Pacific Ocean83,  but global estimates find that about 

picocyanobacteria make up 39% of the planktonic primary production in the world’s oceans84. 

3.1.2 Investigating In-Situ Sources of Fluorescent Dissolved Organic Matter 

 Sources of in situ production of marine CDOM has been a topic of research for some 

time, but linking marine biota with specific fluorescent optical properties has recently been 
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explored in more detail33,70,35,80,16,85, but no fluorophore has been discovered to date that is 

microbially recalcitrant and hence could explain the observed fluorescence of deep ocean DOM. 

However, marine fluorescent material has been recently linked to picocyanobacteria16 and it was 

found that cultured marine picocyanobacteria, Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus, released 

FDOM that closely matched the typical fluorescent signals found in oceanic environments. 

Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus being some of the most abundant and widely distributed 

photoautotrophs in the global oceans86,87, have the potential to be an ubiquitous source of 

FDOM. The lysis and degradation of picocyanobacterial cells supply DOM to the abyssal ocean, 

but picocyanobacterial-derived DOM and its optical properties have not been previously 

characterized in detail or directly compared to FDOM present in the deep ocean prior to our 

group’s effort. As stated earlier, picocyanobacteria have been predicted to have large impacts on 

the future ocean environment, with 10–20% increase of abundance globally by the end of 210020. 

Identifying the processes in which in-situ DOM sources, such as those derived from 

picocyanobacteria, undergo chemical transformations that produce fluorophore metabolites 

identified as FDOM is the key to further investigation. Picocyanobacteria-derived DOM 

degradation processes yield intriguing stable FDOM, but it remained vague how stable this 

material really is over time.  Other sources of FDOM derived from pure culture of heterotrophic 

bacteria, phytoplankton or zooplankton remain not well defined explaining specifically the 

FDOMH that has been found in the deep ocean as discussed in the previous chapter.  

This chapter is based on describing and investigating lysed picocyanobacteria released 

DOM and specifically FDOM during long-term incubation experiments that has the potential to 

explain in part the marine FDOMH signals observed globally16. 
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3.1.3 Objective of Study 

Chapter 3 focuses on the data collected from a long-term incubation experiment using 

lysed Synechococcus cells to investigate the microbial degradation and chemical transformations 

of SDOM fluorescence. The results from this work are discussed using a combination of 

microbial, optical, and chemical analyses as we continue to shape our understanding of microbial 

and physiochemical constraints on marine biogeochemical fluxes and the challenges that lie 

ahead.  

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Incubation Experiment 

The Synechococcus culture, incubation experimental set up, subsampling procedures and 

chemical analyses described here were all derived from preliminary work undertaken by Zhao et 

al85.  

Ph.D. candidate, Yufeng Jia and the Chen laboratory at the Institute of Marine and 

Environmental Technology (IMET) were responsible for cultivating the Synechococcus culture, 

building and maintaining the incubation set up, and conducting subsampling on the pre-

determined dates over the course of 150 days. Briefly, the following descriptions have been 

shared from Ph.D. candidate Jia’s notes. The Synechococcus strain WH7803 was cultivated to 25 

L (~108 cells/mL) in the SN30 medium (Waterbury et al. 1986) at 25 ˚C under constant cool 

white light (20 to 30 µE m-2 s-1) before centrifugation harvesting (10,000 rpm for 10 min) and 

washed twice with DOM-free artificial seawater (salinity 30). The harvested cells were stored at 

-20 ˚C until being lysed using French Press (Glen Mills®). The pressed cell material was filtered 

through a GF/F (Whatman®) glass fiber filter (pore size 0.7µm) to remove large cell debris, 
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generating 150 mL of concentrated Synechococcus-derived DOM which was kept in 4 ˚C for 3 

days until further use.  

Seawater was collected on R/V Seahawk of University of North Carolina Wilmington at 

an open ocean station located within the Gulf Stream in the North Atlantic (37 ˚N, -70 ˚E, 

surface water). The water sample was filtered and transferred to six acid washed 20 L glass 

bottles (triplicates for control and for Synechococcus-derived DOM treatment). Eighteen liters of 

filtered seawater was transferred to the incubation bottles and were kept in the dark for 4 days to 

lower background labile DOC level and to stabilize the microbial community85.  

 Synechococcus-derived DOM was added to 3 incubation bottles as triplicates for 

treatment, and no alteration was applied to the control triplicates. All 6 incubation samples were 

kept in the dark with ventilation at room temperature for the entirety of the experiment.  

Sub-samples of 700 mL were taken on days 0, 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 22, 30, 59, 75, 90, 181 

and 367 for analyses of microbial abundance, microbial community composition, total organic 

carbon (TOC), dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and nutrients. For DOC measurement, sub-

samples were filtered through a pre-combusted GF/F filter (Whatman®), of which 20 mL filtrate 

was transferred to an acid-rinsed and pre-combusted VOA vial (Restek, USA), followed by an 

addition of 2 mL 32% high purity HCl. Nutrients were collected from the filtrate of sub-samples 

through 0.22 μm poly carbonate (PC) filter, where 40 mL of filtrate was transferred to a 50 mL 

centrifuge tube and stored at 4 ˚C until chemical measurements.  

Sub-samples were transported on ice to Gonsior laboratory at the CBL. Samples taken for 

nutrient analyses were submitted to the Nutrient Analytical Services Laboratory (NASL) at CBL 

measured DOC, Ammonium, Nitrite + Nitrate, Nitrite, Phosphate, TDN, TDP and calculated 
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dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) using Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and standard 

methods. Acidified sub samples were immediately solid phase extracted, as described below. 

3.2.2 DOM Sample Collection 

The DOM samples for the study were isolated through two types of solid phase 

extraction. Solid-phase extraction was conducted for the 300mL of sub-samples collected using 

200mg of Agilent Bond Elut proprietary polystyrene vinyl resin (PPL) in 3mL cartridges and 150 

mg of Waters Oasis WAX resin in 6mL cartridges. The MeOH, 0.1% (v/v) FA water used for 

SPE in the field were LC/MS grade and the ultrapure water used to rinse. Details about each 

extraction is given below. 

 
Agilent Bond Elut 0.5g PPL cartridges were first activated with 5 mL MeOH, rinsed with 

5 mL 0.1% FA water, then loaded via lines running through pre-ashed 0.7 μm glass microfiber 

filters by gravity or a peristaltic pump as necessary. After sample loading, the cartridge exterior 

was rinsed with ultrapure water and the sorbent was thoroughly rinsed with 5 mL 0.1% FA water 

to completely remove salts. Cartridges were dried, and eluted with 3 mL MeOH into new, trace 

contaminant certified or acid-washed and combusted glass vials. WAX cartridges were added 

subsequently beneath the PPL cartridges for the first full profile or one third of the sample 

collection. Oasis Waters WAX cartridges were activated using 5mL 2% NH4OH methanol and 

5mL 0.1% FA water before being loaded with the filtered and acidified sample by gravity or a 

peristaltic pump as necessary. After sample loading, cartridge exteriors were rinsed with 

ultrapure water and the sorbent was rinsed with 5 mL 0.1% FA water to remove salts. Cartridges 

were eluted with 3 mL 2% NH4OH methanol into new, trace contaminant certified or acid-

washed and combusted glass vials. 1 mL of RO water was subsequently added to prevent 
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flocculation. The methanolic SPE-DOM extracts were stored in the dark at -20°C following 

extraction and between analyses. 

Samples of the methanolic SPE extracts were dried and re-dissolved for optical properties 

analysis by drying 0.5 mL using ultrahigh purity nitrogen and re-dissolving in 5 mL of ultrapure 

water. UV-Vis absorbance spectra and fluorescence excitation-emission matrices (EEMs) were 

measured over a 10s integration time at an excitation wavelength range of 250-700 nm and 

emission wavelength range of 240-600 nm at 3 nm intervals using a Horiba Aqualog 

spectrofluorometer, which is capable to measure UV-Vis absorbance and EEMs simultaneously. 

All absorbance and fluorescence spectra were blank corrected using scans of ultrapure water. 

Absorbance spectra (A(λ)) were converted to decadic absorption coefficient spectra (a(λ)) using 

the equation a(λ) = A(λ)/L, where L is the pathlength of the cuvette (0.01 m). Rayleigh scattering 

and inner filter effects were corrected using the Aqualog software. Spectra were normalized 

using the water Raman scattering of pure water and Water Raman Units. SPE-DOM EEMs were 

analyzed using statistical parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) modeling using the MATLAB 

DrEEM toolbox36,70. Three outliers were removed because of high leverages which indicated 

contamination. A five-component model was generated to explain the data, which was split-half 

validated using four random splits and met other validation requirements36. Unit normalization 

was reversed to recover true scores of components. The maximum fluorescence values of 

components were summed for each sample and the relative contribution in % of each Fmax 

value were calculated to explain representation by these statistical components.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

EEM fluorescence of the PPL SPE-DOM were integrated to show transformations over 

the course of the experiment and best fit a four component EEM-PARAFAC model (Figure. 3.1 
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A). Two out of the four validated components with maximum emission wavelengths of 464 nm 

(Fmax 1 (464 nm)) and 404 nm (Fmax 3 (404 nm)) fit the FDOMH descriptions from 

literature33,47,70. The characteristics of these components showed similar patterns including the 

large Stoke’s shift at about 250 nm excitation and 450 nm emission and fit the previously defined 

FDOMH fluorescence peak description with absorbance extending well above 400 nm. Fmax 4 

(310nm), the component with maximum emission wavelength of 310 nm, exhibited similar 

optical behavior as what has been historically considered to be FDOMP chromophore with a 

single peak ranging emission from 275-340 and excitation around 27547,71. Fmax 2 with a 

maximum emission wavelength of 319 nm displays similar optical behavior to a FDOMP 

chromophore as well but it was flagged as a typical contamination signal from human handling 

and the result of very long integration times, so the data from this component was discarded.  

Figure 3.1 B showed PARAFAC Fmax values distributed across the component model 

and showed a high-resolution time series profile of FDOM samples over the course of the 

incubation experiment for the control samples as well as the SDOM-treated subsamples plotted 

against incubation sampling dates. Compared to those in the SDOM-treated subsamples, the 

control subsamples showed overall lower fluorescence intensity – expressed as Raman unit [RU] 

– and low variations as seen in the small values shown in Table 3.1.  
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Table 3.1 Overall experimental averages and standard deviation of each set of control and SDOM-treated 
subsamples for each component for the duration of the year-long incubation experiment.  

 Fmax 1 (464 nm) Fmax 3 (404 nm) Fmax 4 (310 nm) 
 Control SDOM Control SDOM Control SDOM 

Avg 0.168 2.531 0.091 0.324 0.221 0.513 
SD 0.035 1.043 0.041 0.162 0.136 0.397637 

 

Figure 3.1 (A) Optical Properties of PPL SPE-DOM PARAFAC component EEMs for the incubation 
experiment. (B) Fluorescent maximum of PARAFAC components 1, 3, & 4 for both the control (dashed 
lines) and SDOM (solid lines) treated groups over time.   
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The control subsample fluorescence properties that were identified as Fmax 1 (464nm) 

had a measured average value of 0.167 RU at day zero of the incubation experiment whereas the 

SDOM-treated subsample properties identified as Fmax 1 (464 nm) had a much higher measured 

average value of 4.786 RU, indicating a very high contribution from the lysed material. Control 

Fmax 1 (464 nm) and Fmax 3 (404 nm) showed a minimal range of variation throughout the 

year-long incubation indicating negligible fluorescent organic material produced from the culture 

medium alone that was added to the controls (Table 3.1). SDOM Fmax 1 (464 nm) sharply 

decreased in the first three days before reaching a local minimum of 2.670 RU and increasing to 

a local maximum of 2.819 RU and decreasing gradually and stepwise over the rest of the 

incubation period. Fmax 1 (464 nm) showed the biggest difference in fluorescence between the 

start of the incubation and at the one-year mark across all the samples.  

The control sub-samples identified as Fmax 3 (404 nm) had an initial measured average 

of 0.049 RU whereas the SDOM-treated Fmax 3 (404 nm) had an initial measured average of 

0.110 RU, while greater than the intensity of the controls, but at the minimum intensity for the 

beginning of the experiment. The SDOM-treated Fmax 3 (404 nm) signal decreased in intensity 

in the first day but then increased to a local maximum of 0.348 RU on day seven. Then Fmax 3 

(404 nm) decreased to a local minimum of 0.306 RU on day fifteen before another local 

maximum of 0.336 RU on day twenty-two. Fmax 3 (404 nm) repeated the same pattern again 

with a local minimum of 0.144 RU on day thirty before gradually increasing for the remainder of 

the experiment. The Fmax 3 (404 nm) signal one-year mark of the experiment reached a 

maximum of 0.569 RU, approaching the 0.685 RU minimum of SDOM Fmax 1 (464 nm).  

The control sub-samples identified as Fmax 4 (310 nm) had an initial measured 

maximum of 0.521 RU and gradually decreased to 0.141 RU on day seven. The control Fmax 4 
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(310 nm) showed the most variation in fluorescence intensity over the course of the experiment 

but decreased overall before reaching a local maximum of 0.158 RU at the end of the year-long 

experiment. In contrast, SDOM Fmax 4 (310 nm) averaged value around 1.411 RU for days zero 

and one before decreasing to 0.474 RU on day three. Fmax 4 (310 nm) increased to a local 

maximum of 0.484 RU on day ten before reaching a local minimum at 0.421 RU on day fifteen 

and increased again to 0.510 RU on day thirty.  

The initial high fluorescence followed by an immediate sharp decrease in intensity seen 

in the SDOM-treated Fmax 1 (464 nm) and 4 (310 nm) values does seem counterintuitive given 

their FDOMH classification. Perhaps some of these FDOMH are microbially labile under the right 

conditions given that Zhao et al. found that the FDOMH also behaved like that for their 15-day 

cyanophage incubation. The lack of initial Fmax 3 (404 nm) signal detected at the start of the 

experiment and its accumulation over time implied that it was produced as organic matter was 

recycled and transformed from compounds that initially produced Fmax 1 (464 nm) and 4 (310 

nm) signals. Figure 3.1 B illustrated that Fmax 3 (404 nm) signal slightly mirrored patterns of 

Fmax 1 (464 nm) as it was degraded over time, which supported the suggestion that the SDOM 

degradation process caused chemical transformations that can be tracked optically. Additionally, 

the continued increase in Fmax 3 (404 nm) signal throughout the experiment demonstrated the 

stability of FDOM characterized by this component confirming the refractory nature of SDOM 

from lysed Synechococcus. 
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 Figure 3.2 showed the ratio of SDOM-treated Fmax 3 (404 nm) over Fmax 1 (464 nm) 

values after subtracting the Fmax values produced by the controlled group. The ratio plotted over 

the incubation experimental period showed a positive linear regression with a strong correlation 

(R2=0.987). This indicated that a direct relationship between Fmax 3 (404 nm) and Fmax 1 (464 

nm) was very likely.  

 The microbial cell abundance was enumerated using an Accuri C6 flow cytometer over 

the course of the incubation experiment by Yufeng Jia. Upon the addition of SDOM, bacterial 

cell counts sharply increased during T0-3, then sharply decreased during T3-10, and remained 

stable in later days (Fig. 3.3). The initial sharp intensity of the fluorescence seen in the Fmax 1 

(464 nm) and Fmax 3 (404 nm) peaks on T0 is evidently the result of the addition of SDOM. 

Therefore the heterotrophic microbes utilized DOM represented by those two optical properties, 

which resulted in the drop of the Fmax values and the increase of cell count during T0-3 (Fig. 

y = 0.0023x + 0.0346
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Figure 3.2 Optical Properties of PPL SPE-DOM PARAFAC component SDOM Fmax 3 (404nm) – control Fmax 3 
(404nm) over SDOM Fmax 1 (464nm) – control Fmax 1 (464nm) over the course of the incubation experimental 
period.  
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3.1). The sustained abundance over the course of the experiment indicated continued renewal of 

microbial community productivity and the likely case of further transformations of fluorophores. 

 

In the incubation control subsample group, nitrogen levels incorporating the DON nitrate, 

nitrite, ammonia, and TDN remained low as expected for the experimental control (Figure. 3.4 

A). The average concentration of SDOM treated subsamples were higher over the course of the 

experiment (Figure. 3.4 B). As materials were utilized at the start of the incubation, the TDN in 

the control subsamples increased from the 0.11 mg N/L measured on day zero to a maximum of 

0.12 mg N/L on day one. In contrast, the SDOM treated subsamples started at a local maximum 

of 0.72 mg N/L before sharply decreasing to a local minimum of 0.55 mg N/L by day five. The 

Figure 3.3 Incubation experiment cell abundance measured in each of the samples over time.  
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control subsample group TDN levels remained relatively constant with a standard deviation of 

0.01 mg N/L over the course of the experiment. The SDOM treated subsample group increased 

significantly from a local minimum on day twenty-two to level off over a two-month period with 

an average of .70 mg N/L and maximum of 0.73 mg N/L on day seventy-five. Day ninety 

showed the beginning of the gradual decreasing trend from 0.663 mg N/L to a minimum of 0.387 

mg N/L on T181 and increased before the end of the experiment at T364.  

In the SDOM subsamples, DON was initially high at a maximum of 0.69 mg N/L but 

decreased sharply shortly after the beginning of the incubation. By day seven, the DON levels 

reached a local minimum of 0.26 mg N/L before increasing again to 0.37 mg N/L on T30. The 

increase in DON after T7 occurred due to the crash of bacterial biomass. After which DON once 

again decreased to a new low of 0.11 mg N/L on day T75. After this period, DON decreased 

before diminishing on T181 at the six month-mark of the incubation experiment with a slight 

increase at T364. The control subsamples followed a similar pattern, but a reduced magnitude 

indicated that the SDOM treatment containing labile organic matter fueled significant microbial 

productivity. 
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The inorganic nitrogen species continued to show higher average concentrations in the 

SDOM treated subsamples than the control subsamples, except for both treatment groups 

showing identical low levels of NH4 after day seventy-five. The control subsample NH4 levels 

maximized at an average of 0.01 mg N/L after the first three weeks and had a standard deviation 

Figure 3.4 A-E: Nutrient profiles of incubation experiment over time. A shows the nitrogen species of the control 
subsamples (subsamples #1-3) and B shows the nitrogen species of the SDOM subsamples (subsamples #4-6). C 
shows the phosphorous species of the control subsamples (subsamples #1-3), and D shows the phosphorous species 
of the SDOM subsamples (subsamples #4-6). E shows the dissolved organic carbon levels over time. 
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of 0.001 mg N/L over the first six months of the experiment. Meanwhile, the SDOM treated 

subsamples had an initial concentration of 0.03 mg N/L NH4 and showed an instantaneous 

increase that maximized at 0.34 mg N/L at the same sampling point as the control group 

maximum after the first three weeks. After this, the average concentration decreased to 0.02 mg 

N/L on day fifty-nine and remained at 0.01 mg N/L until the one-year mark when it reached the 

detection limit. The minimum average NH4 for the control subsamples was also at the detection 

limit at the end of the incubation.  

Nitrite and nitrate concentrations showed nominal levels at the beginning of the 

incubation experiment in both the control and SDOM treated subsample groups. This remained 

until nitrite levels in the SDOM treated subsamples started to increase gradually after day thirty 

to 0.53 mg N/L on day fifty-nine and peaking at 0.59 mg N/L on day seventy-five. This 

increment matched the decrease in average NH4 after day thirty and subsequently illustrated the 

initial ammonification and accumulation of ammonia and the delayed nitrification of NH4 to 

nitrite in the incubation experiments. The nitrite levels began to drop shortly after day ninety and 

reached a local minimum of 0.30 mg N/L at the six-month mark of the experiment before 

gradually increasing to 0.37 mg N/L over the remainder of the experiment. This increment can 

be explained using the nitrate levels which increased when nitrite decreased, indicative of nitrite 

oxidation. The average SDOM-treated subsample nitrate levels increased to 0.10 mg N/L by day 

ninety and to 0.3 mg N/L by the six-month mark of the experiment before decreasing to 0.19 mg 

N/L over the remainder of the experiment. The nitrate levels mirroring the nitrite levels after day 

ninety can be explained by the oxidation of nitrite into nitrate, as stated above and seen clearly in 

Figure. 3.4 B, it is not clear whether this oxidation is microbial mediated or of a pure chemical 

nature.  
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The phosphorus species monitored over the course of the incubation experiment showed 

a similar story to the nitrogen species based on the similarity of activity in Figure 3.4 C and D 

and in the comparison of the control subsample and the SDOM-treated subsample group 

averages. The control subsample TDP remained below 0.01 mg P/L and the average dissolved 

organic phosphorous (DOP) was 0.004 mg P/L with a standard deviation lower than 0.001 mg 

P/L over the course of the experiment. Without the organic phosphorous from detritus, the 

phosphate levels remained unchanged at an average of 0.003 mg P/L throughout the entire year. 

The SDOM-treated subsample showed maxima of phosphorous species with an average TDP of 

0.082 mg P/L, DOP of 0.028 mg P/L, and PO4 of 0.054 mg P/L at the beginning of the 

incubation. The SDOM treatment provided not only fuel in the form of decomposing lysed cells 

to be remineralized but inorganic phosphorous as well for biological uptake and recycling. All 

three phosphorus species decreased immediately after the experiment began and all three species 

reached a minimum by day three with TDP averaging 0.016 mg P/L, DOP averaging 0.010 mg 

P/L, and PO4 averaging 0.006 mg P/L indicating that the material was highly labile and fueled 

microbial productivity. The TDP levels reflected the combination of the DOP and PO4 averages 

throughout the experiment until T181 at the six-month mark of the experiment, at which the TDP 

levels averaged at 0.040 mg P/L instead of the 0.051 mg P/L expected based on the combined 

DOP and PO4 averages. DOP increased from the minimum on day three to a local maximum of 

0.019 mg P/L after three weeks after which then showed a small convex curve with local minima 

of 0.014 mg P/L on days thirty and fifty-nine before recovering to 0.018 mg P/L on day seventy-

five and gradually decreasing for the remainder of the experiment. At the same time, PO4 reached 

0.046 mg P/L after three weeks and after which then showed a slight concave curve with a local 

maximum at 0.048 mg P/L before returning to 0.045 mg P/L on day ninety and decreasing to 
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0.037 mg P/L by the six-month mark. Figure. 3.4 D showed that the DOP and PO4 levels 

mirroring each other in the curves shown after day twenty-two. The increase in PO4 levels in the 

last six months of the experiment further indicated sustained remineralization and microbial 

productivity throughout the experiment.  

Averaged DOC levels shown in Figure. 3.4 E further supported the dominance of 

increased microbial productivity and chemical transformations in the SDOM-treated subsamples. 

DOC levels were consistently higher in the SDOM subsamples than in the control subsamples 

for the incubation period and showed that the shifting patterns are different. In general, the 

treatment moved downwards, and the control moved upwards. The SDOM-treated subsamples 

averaged a DOC maximum of 2.63 mg C/L on day zero and the control subsamples averaged 

1.39 mg C/L on day zero. All DOC levels decreased until day five where SDOM-treated average 

DOC reached a minimum of 1.51 mg C/L and control average reached only a local minimum of 

1.09 mg C/L. In the increment from day T3 to T10, control samples reached its averaged 

maximum at 1.39 mg C/L, but SDOM-treated DOC average reached only a local maximum of 

2.70 mg C/L. After T10, control samples dropped at T15 and increased at T22 before decreasing 

until increases at T90 and T181. After T10, SDOM samples decreased until T90 and T181 

similarly to the control. On day thirty, the control DOC reached its minimum of 0.98 mg C/L, 

but SDOM-treated DOC concentration only reached 1.62 mg C/L while continuing to decrease to 

a local minimum of 1.60 mg C/L until day fifty-nine. At this point, the control average has 

accumulated to 1.44 mg C/L which could be interpreted as less-labile, diminished DOC returning 

from the microbial loop. For the remainder of the experiment, the DOC levels in the control 

subsamples averaged at only slightly lower range of concentrations than the SDOM-treated 

subsample as both gradually increased. On T181, at the six-month mark, the SDOM-treated 
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DOC was at 1.86 mg C/L whereas the control DOC was 1.83 mg C/L. Minimal differences 

between SDOM and control samples in DOC was observed at the end of the incubation 

experiment at T364. The overall demonstration of the SDOM treated subsamples in Figure 3.4 

showed greater magnitude in comparison to the control subsample group, confirming that the 

microbial productivity is fueled by the labile SDOM treatments. 

The SDOM subsamples compared against DOC showed a difference in fluorescence 

behavior (Figure. 3.5) across PARAFAC components. The Fmax 1 (464 nm) and 4 signals 

showed positive correlations, but the Fmax 3 (404 nm) signals showed negative correlations with 

DOC accumulation. This suggested that Fmax 3 (404 nm) signals were produced when DOM 

lability was low and was presumably produced from degradation products of other metabolites.  

 

Figure 3.5 SDOM Fmax Values vs. DOC concentrations over incubation experimental period.  
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 Similar trends of correlations between DON and EEM-PARAFAC components were found 

when compared to the DOC to EEM-PARAFAC correlations (Figure 3.6). 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

This chapter described the refractory nature of Synechococcus-derived DOM metabolites 

in the incubation treatments and observed the overall metabolite degradation process over time in 

the experiment. In this study, we investigated how microbial community in surface oligotrophic 

ocean water responded to the addition of Synechococcus-derived DOM based on a year-long 

incubation experiment. In response to the French-press lysed cyanobacterial DOM and observed 

through FDOM patterns, the bacterial community response varied drastically during the 

experiment in contrast to much more subtle changes were observed in the control. The optical 

profiles of samples taken from the incubation experiment showed initial high fluorescence 

followed by an immediate sharp decrease in intensity seen in the SDOM-treated Fmax values is 

an indication of the rapid utilization of the organic matter and its high lability despite 

assumptions made based on previously shown FDOMH behaviors. The continued increase in 
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Figure 3.6 SDOM Fmax Values vs. DON concentrations over incubation experimental period. 
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Fmax 3 (404 nm) signal throughout the experiment demonstrated the stability of FDOM 

characterized by this component confirming the refractory nature of SDOM from lysed 

Synechococcus cells. The lack of initial Fmax 3 (404 nm) signal at the start of the experiment 

and its accumulation over time implied that heterotrophic activity produces refractory DOM 

signals from labile FDOM precursors. The ratio of SDOM-treated Fmax 3 (404 nm) over Fmax 1 

(464 nm) indicated that a direct relationship between Fmax 3 (404 nm) and Fmax 1 (464 nm) is 

very likely. In response to the pulse of SDOM, microbial abundance showed strong responses 

within the first three days of marine microbial abundance which has also been observed in 

previous studies85. This increase in microbial biomass in the first three days corresponded with 

the sharp decrease of control of DOC, DON, and DOP levels, suggesting that microbes quickly 

take up nearly all the added cyanobacterial DOM (Figure 3.3 and 3.4 A-E). This result conflicts 

with the similar previous incubation experiment of coastal microbial community where quick 

consumption of DOC produced more DON and DOP85. Many aspects could factor in the 

dynamic difference of SDOM utilization in our experiment. For instance, nitrate concentration 

was extremely low (Figure 3.4 B), suggesting that the nitrogen in the incubation system was in 

unavailable forms. Ammonium concentration trends were associated with the high utilization of 

labile DOM by microbial metabolisms. In previous study of coastal microbial community 

incubation, ammonium levels dropped within the first three days and the nitrate and phosphate 

levels were much higher than in our incubation (ca. 10 mg L-1 and 0.15 mg L-1)85. The averaged 

concentrations of nutrients for the control sub-samples and SDOM-treated subsamples illustrated 

in figure 3.4 showed the chemical transformations of DOM rendered by microbial activity over 

the year-long incubation experiment. Overall, the microbial communities transformed the SDOM 

and produced FDOM from the initial materials.  
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Collaborator Yufeng Jia pointed out that any large discrepancies in nutrient 

concentrations between the two incubation studies are observed because of the environmental 

conditions of the microbial community collected from different regions. Our seawater was 

collected in the Gulf Stream which was extremely oligotrophic, and Zhao et al.85 collected 

seawater from the Ocean City Inlet, Maryland, which was just off the coast where high nutrients 

input is expected. It is also unclear how significant nutrient limitation was in shaping microbial 

community structure under dark conditions. The implications of the findings of this chapter, 

support the idea that utilizing microbial ecology research is helpful in understanding FDOM 

research – of which includes the available published optical profiles. Given the diversity and 

range of datasets we have access, this information could better inform biogeochemists in 

profound ways in synthesizing marine microbial processing within the overall concept of the 

marine carbon cycle. The combination of FDOM concentrations, chemical structures, 

bioenergetics, and microbial diversity will unprecedented and increasingly important 

opportunities to understand marine carbon cycling in a changing world.  
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Chapter 4: Exploring the Weak Anion Exchange (WAX) Fraction of marine DOM in the 
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans using Liquid Chromatography Triple Quadrupole Mass 
Spectrometry  

 

Abstract 

Chapter four is a brief examination of marine DOM using HPLC paired with ESI QqQ 

MS/MS to detect ion transitions and investigate molecular masses of interest of interest. Solid 

phase extraction WAX cartridges were used in a sequential extraction, with the water already 

having passed through a PPL cartridge. Four nominal masses of interest found in the water 

column profiles at BATS were explored. These masses were not found at HOTS. NM 385 was 

the lowest and most consistent of the signals of interest observed at BATS but we did not 

observe any peak at the chlorophyl maximum as observed in the other signals. The behavior of 

NM 341 suggests it could be an aromatic glycoside, given the long retention time.  The 

significant decreases in peak area seen in NM 341, NM 373, and NM 387 is suggests we can 

gather valuable information into processes within the marine DOM carbon cycle. 
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4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I provide the results of a preliminary study of molecular signatures found 

in the WAX extracts of marine DOM at BATS and HOTS. The presence of aromatic glycosides 

has been hypothesized based on previous exploratory mass spectrometry data. The application of 

ESI LC-QqQ-MS has not often been applied to marine DOM because the immense complexity 

of DOM makes the selection of useful molecules difficult. Several previous studies have used 

information on chemical and physical environments, transformations, and degradation processes 

to assign molecular formulas to DOM extractions9,88–90 based on direct infusion ultrahigh 

resolution MS. However, as Hertkorn et al.49 remarked, DOM is very complex and each 

elemental formula could represent millions or more constitutional isomers depending on the 

mass49. As noted in the previous chapters, despite the importance of DOM – one of the most 

dynamic and complex carbon pools on earth, our understanding of it is limited. The sources, 

characterization, and structural nature of this material within the oceans remains unclear and 

continues to be a subject of debate across research1,8,9. This chapter is based on the analysis of 

solid phase WAX extracts by LC-ESI QqQ MS. This chapter discussed some preliminary 

molecular signatures and to describe differences in DOM composition extractable by this unique 

anion exchange fraction of DOM between the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean basins. 
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4.1.1 Fragmentation Studies for the Structural Characterization of Marine DOM 
The synthesis/isolation of individual compounds from marine DOM is extremely 

challenging. Common metabolite databases are of limited use because the modifications by 

autotrophs and heterotrophs alike are uncatalogued. Hence, individual DOM molecules beyond 

known metabolites remain hidden behind the curtain of complexity, although some attempts 

have been undertaken91. This gives an idea of how unique and complex the DOM molecular 

composition might be. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

This chapter uses the solid phase WAX extracts described in Chapter 2, sections 2.2.1 - 

2.2.3b. As described previously, water samples were taken for extracting seawater DOM though 

the WAX cartridges in the first profile at each site, after the sample had already passed the PPL 

cartridge. Therefore, it is expected that Wax extracts have a very different composition with the 

majority of DOM removed by the PPL SPE method. This is the first study using this sequential 

use of the PPL followed by WAX in a high-resolution marine-DOM profile study to recover 

additional DOM constituents that were not extractable by the PPL resin. All these procedures 

and techniques used are described in detail in Chapter 2, sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.3b.  

WAX extracts were analyzed by using an Agilent 1260 Infinity II LC interfaced with an 

Agilent 6420 QqQ MS. Initially, extracts were run in full ion scan mode to determine consistent 

high intensity signals. These specific m/z ions were then fragmented and consistent indictive 

fragments were isolated to see if they could be used for relative quantification of samples. 

Multiple m/z ions were successfully isolated that should consistent indicative fractions. 

HPLC was then used to separate the m/z ions of interests out of the mixture. As chemical 

components arrive at the MS, precursor ions are mass filtered in the first quadrupole mass 
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analyzer (Q1), fragmented in the collision cell (q2), and then product ions are detected in the 

final quadrupole mass analyzer (Q3). Detecting ion transitions, instead of just the precursor ion 

mass, is typically used to select the chemicals of interest to confirm its structural identity. 

Without standards to compare our sample response factors and representative transitions to, the 

nature of this work is exploratory and is based on a relative comparison of very few specific 

mass to charge ratio (m/z) ions, their transitions and retention times without even knowing their 

exact structure at this stage. 

The m/z ions and their specific transitions determined in the BATS WAX extracts are 

summarized in Table 4.1: 

Table 4.1: Nominal mass (NM) fragmentation ions along with the specific ion transitions, 
average retention time (RT) and retention time standard deviation indicated in the BATS WAX 
extracts. 

NM (+ESI mode) 1. fragment ion 2. fragment ion Transitions Avg. RT [min] RT SD [min] 

341 277 227 
341 => 277; 
341 => 227 8.45 0.11 

373 337 210 
373 => 337; 
373 => 210 2.59 0.34 

385 368 349 
385 => 368; 
385 =>349 9.14 0.12 

387 369 337 
387 => 369; 
387 => 337 8.34 0.11 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion  

Four strong, reliable m/z ions were consistently found in the BATS profile (Figure 4.1), 

based on their specific transitions (see Table 4.1). Interestingly, none of these signatures could be 

found in the WAX extracts from the HOT samples. This finding alone is intriguing and may 

point for the first time to fundamental structural differences in DOM between these two major 

ocean basins. The m/z ions of interest in the BATS DOM-WAX-SPE are at nominal mass (NM) 

341, 373, 385, and 387. NM 341 maintained the highest peak area, starting at 87,961 (arbitrary 
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units (au)) at the surface and peaked early at 147,364 at the chlorophyll maximum of 100 m. 

Below that there is a mirror-like decrease and increase in peak areas before substantially 

decreasing from 120,281 at 2,200 m to 6,624 at 2,400 m. From 2,800 m to our final depth 4,530 

m, the peak area remained consistent with an average of 5,019 and a minimum of 2,690. The 

substantial sharp decrease in NM 341 peak area around 2,400 m is likely an indication of the 

transition of interest occurring in the water column at BATS. NM 373 produced the second 

highest signal in the surface extracts at 14,118 before increasing to a maximum of 32,868 at the 

chlorophyll maximum. There was a decrease before increasing again to 22,180 at 1,600 m, after 

which peak area decreased to 1642 by 2,200 m and by 2,400 m no more signal was detected. NM 

385 is the lowest and most consistent of the signals of interest observed here. The peak area was 

2,770 at the surface and consistently decreased down the water column to 503 at the bottom of 

4,530 m, there was no peak or increase at the chlorophyl maximum as observed in the other 

signals. NM 387 produced the third highest signal in the surface extracts at 8,373 before 

increasing to a maximum of 20,541 at the chlorophyll maximum. The signal decreased until 

reaching 11,682 at 2,200 m except for a local maximum of 15,745 at 600 m. After 2,200 m, peak 

area decreased to 2,844 at 2,400 m and reached a minimum of 342 at 3,400 m. Peak area then 

slightly increased to 853 at the bottom. More research into the significant decreases in peak area 

seen in NM 341, NM 373, and NM 387 is needed to help build supporting information for 

structural analysis and this is the first evidence for specific compounds present in the weak anion 

exchange fraction of marine DOM. If you wanted to assume that these masses are types of 

compounds, it could mean that ecologically, they follow observed patterns unlike NM 385. 
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Research into production, consumption, or transformation processes of these highly specific 

signals is needed for structural elucidation, but it is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

 

Figure 4.1 Depth profile of Nominal Mass (NM) Peak Area at BATS.  

 The retention time of NM 341 was at 8.45 minutes, which indicated substantial 

interaction with the used reversed phase column, which was not expected given that all extracted 

compounds are isolated by weak anion exchange. However, one explanation could be the 

supposition that aromatic glycosides might be present in the BATS depth profile, which could 

interact with the aromatic ring and the stationary phase of the column, but obviously more work 

is needed to determine structure. The retention time of NM 373 averaged the lowest at 2.59 

minutes with the largest standard deviation of 0.34 minutes - about 20.4 seconds. The maximum 

retention time was 3.51 minutes, and the minimum was 1.64 minutes. This seems to be a 

compound that does only show very little interaction with the stationary phase and the variable 

retention time might indicate amphiphilic properties, but this is highly speculative at this point. 

The retention time of NM 385 was the highest at 9.13 minutes. The retention time of NM 387 
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was 8.34 minutes. Both, NM 385, and NM 387 once again had substantial interactions with the 

stationary phase similarly to NM341. 

 
Figure 4.2 Retention times of fragments with distinct transitions observed in Figure 4.1.  

 
This preliminary discussion of the data is intended to highlight the usefulness of DOM-

WAX-SPE extracts and potentially expanding the toolbox of DOM molecular level exploration. 

These results are not based on any previously published study, but a preliminary study found that 

the Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR-MS) results suggested exact molecular 

formulas that would fit aromatic glycoside structures. In this exploratory research, there was also 

a likely sulfonate structure present (NM 373). A sulfonate structure would be logical given the 

nature of the low pKa found in sulfonates that can be well-extracted with WAX and would not 

interact much with the stationary phase, but more convincing is the fragment used for relative 

quantification, which could reflect a sulfonate group. These possible explanations are 

preliminary and further research is needed to understand the full profile that SPE-DOM has to 
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offer, confirm the structural nature of WAX-SPE-DOM extracts, and why these results were 

found at BATS but not HOT. These findings at BATS and not HOT could even potentially be 

related to the findings in of lower heterotrophic microbial activity based on AOU and measured 

fluorescence at depths of BATS in Chapter 2 and the impact of substrates found in Chapter 3. 

Aside from contamination, any potential ecological or biogeochemical significance of these 

differences would it be interesting that glycoside and sulfonate compounds show up in this 

extract fraction in BATS and not HOT.  

4.4 Conclusions 

This chapter aimed to discuss molecular signatures and their specific fragmentations and 

to describe differences in DOM composition extractable by this unique anion exchange fraction 

of DOM between the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean basins. Diluted WAX sample extracts were 

compared by using HPLC paired with ESI-QqQ-MS/MS to detect ion transitions and investigate 

compounds of interest. The BATS DOM-WAX-SPE extracts produced four strong, consistent 

signals with transitions of interest at nominal masses 341, 373, 385, and 387, that could not be 

found at HOT. More research into structural elucidation and the significant decreases in peak 

area seen in NM 341, NM 373, and NM 387 is needed to help build supporting information for 

marine DOM dynamics in this unique DOM fraction. NM 385 was the lowest and most 

consistent of the signals of interest observed here and did not show any peak or increase at the 

chlorophyl maximum as observed in the other signals. The retention time of NM 373 averaged 

the lowest at 2.59 minutes with the largest standard deviation of 0.34 minutes was notable since 

all of the other retention times averaged at around 8.64 minutes with an overall standard 

deviation of 0.37 minutes.  
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Chapter 5: Research Summary, Conclusions, and Future Work 

 This study combined detailed optical properties analysis with DOM 

characterization using non-targeted mass spectrometric approaches to address the ongoing debate 

of sources of marine CDOM. Laboratory and mesocosm experiments have provided insight into 

the production of more stable DOM through microbial degradation. Preliminary results from 

globally distributed picocyanobacteria such as Synechococcus and Prochlorococcus have 

recently revealed that virus-induced cell lysis released CDOM that closely matched the “humic-

like” appearance of marine CDOM16. In this thesis, I build on this work by investigating how 

picocyanobacteria-derived DOM is degraded, what role heterotrophic microbial communities 

play, and if we can further support the previously proposed concept of the microbial carbon 

pump based on a ubiquitously supplied but well constrained source of DOM.  

 Chapter 2 examined the differences in the Atlantic and Pacific depth profiles. The 

optical absorption was consistently higher at BATS than at HOT other than at 600 m (Figure 2.3 

A). Trends of S275–295 and SR values showed increases at HOT, further supporting the evidence 

that the MW of compounds were overall lower in the deep Pacific (Figure 2.3 B & D). The 

increasing absorption ratio E2/E3 at HOT also supported the idea that the CDOM was processed 

to smaller MW in the Pacific (Figure 2.3 E). PARAFAC modeled EEM fluorescence showed 

evidence of consistent FDOMH and FDOMP throughout the water column. The fluorescence 

values were higher in the Pacific than in the Atlantic (Figure 2.4 B & C) despite the higher 

absorbance in the Atlantic. At HOT, the relationships between Fmax 1 (446 nm): Fmax 2 (322 

nm) and Fmax 2 (322 nm): Fmax 4 (453 nm) fall apart at lower depths indicating that the 

common component was likely subjected to remineralization (Figure 2.7 B & F). A ubiquitous 

strong correlation was found between all of the Fmax 4 (453nm) samples at BATS and HOT and 
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AOU at depths below 1,000m (Figure 2.10 H). FDOMH component comparisons showed high 

resolution profiles with higher linear regression slope at HOT than BATS, which could be 

explained by a higher FDOM production at HOT due to increased remineralization because of 

the dense, oxygen-rich bottom waters in the Pacific33.  The FDOMP Fmax 3 (264 nm) showed 

only a weak overall negative correlation with AOU in the BATS and HOT profiles, but this 

seemed only to be present at shallower depth (<1,000 m) (Figure. 10 E). These findings support 

the idea that deep Pacific DOM is concurrently more accessible to the active carbon cycle and 

biological processes. This could mean that the Pacific supports more active or functionally 

efficient microbial populations which is supported by the higher Pacific AOU seen in Figure 2.9 

and is depleted in a steady state equilibrium to a lower concentration. This supports the previous 

stipulation that the observed average DOC concentration difference in the subtropics and tropics 

(30° N to 30° S) between the Pacific and the Atlantic is only 2 μm (∼5%), based on the global 

DOC data set8,92, and could be easily explained by differences in the DOM pool and its 

reactivity. Findings from the water column profiles, UV-Vis absorbance, PARAFAC model 

fluorescence values, AQY, and AOU analyses supported the idea that DOM in the Atlantic and 

Pacific oceanic basins are composed of fundamentally different molecules and hence reactivity 

and this is another piece of the puzzle to explain observed differences in bulk DOC. 

Chapter 3 analyzes an alternative marine CDOM source that is derived from viral-lysed 

picocyanobacteria. The chromophores released from Synechococcus- lysed material might 

explain the “humic-like” signatures observed in open ocean environments, because of the global 

distribution of picocyanobacteria. Evidence of an effective transport from small 

picocyanobacteria to the deep ocean has been previously shown83 and the optical analysis of 

FDOMH originating from picocyanobacteria has the potential to in part explain deep-sea CDOM. 
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The results give detailed information about the persistence of the UV protection properties and a 

more detailed molecular understanding of lysed and transformed SDOM. This chapter described 

the refractory nature of SDOM metabolites in the incubation treatments and observed the overall 

metabolite degradation process over time in the experiment. A humic-like PARAFAC 

component (Fmax 3) was initially absent but accumulated throughout the SDOM incubations. 

Decreases in PARAFAC components present at the beginning of incubations (Fmax 1 and 4) and 

the close inverse association between the accumulating component and the declining components 

suggest labile Synechococcus lysates are quickly transformed by heterotrophs into biologically 

refractory DOM. Refractory FDOMH may thus originate as cyanobacteria-derived DOM. Upon 

addition of SDOM on day 0, an increase in microbial biomass in the first three days 

corresponded with the sharp decrease of control of DOC, DON, and DOP levels, suggesting that 

microbes quickly take up nearly all the added cyanobacterial DOM (Figure 3.3 and 3.4 A-E). 

This result conflicts with the similar previous incubation experiment of coastal microbial 

community where quick consumption of DOC produced more DON and DOP85. Many aspects 

could factor in the dynamic difference of SDOM utilization in our experiment. For instance, 

nitrate concentration was extremely low (Figure 3.4 B), suggesting that the incubation system 

was in unavailable forms. Ammonium concentration greatly increased in the first ten days 

(Figure 3.4 B), which was associated with the high utilization of labile DOM by microbial 

metabolisms. Overall, the microbial communities transformed the SDOM and transformed 

FDOM from the initial materials. The diversity and range of datasets we have access to provide 

unprecedented opportunities to help determine the importance of these differences going forward 

in research on marine carbon cycling.  
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Chapter 4 investigates the addition of SPE-WAX to DOM-SPE techniques has the 

potential to discover additional fluorescent compounds that are viable to the unexplained but 

observed optical properties of marine DOM. The key to identifying independent molecular 

signatures and their specific fragmentations could be found in DOM composition extractions 

using the unique anion exchange fraction. Diluted WAX sample extracts of DOM from the 

Pacific and Atlantic Ocean basins were compared by using HPLC paired with ESI-QqQ-MS/MS 

to detect ion transitions and investigate compounds of interest. The BATS DOM-WAX-SPE 

extracts produced four strong, consistent signals with transitions of interest at nominal masses 

341, 373, 385, and 387, that could not be found at HOT. More research into structural 

elucidation and the significant decreases in peak area seen in NM 341, NM 373, and NM 387 is 

needed to help build supporting information marine DOM dynamics in this unique DOM 

fraction. NM 385 was the lowest and most consistent of the signals of interest observed here and 

did not observe any peak or increase at the chlorophyl maximum as observed in the other signals. 

These findings have the potential to fundamentally advance our understanding of a presumably 

important marine CDOM source as well as addressing key issues in  studying forms of marine 

organic carbon.  

The analysis of optical properties of marine and picocyanobacteria-derived dissolved 

organic matter in the Atlantic, Pacific and during long-term incubation experiments continue to 

shine light on the large uncertainties in FDOM sources, structure, and sinks. The overall 

appearance of homogeneity of deep ocean DOM, when looked through the lenses of ultrahigh 

resolution mass spectrometry (MS) would suggest a convergence to a rather common pool of 

organic compounds and argue against fundamental differences in composition and reactivity. 

However, a recent study points to a more structurally diverse DOM composition in different 
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water masses93. Direct evidence is lacking in the process of integrating the chemical properties of 

DOM with microbial structure and activity. We also are still in the dark as to whether what we 

consider to be RDOM is derived directly from bacterially synthesized exudates fueling the 

microbial carbon pump or bacterially modified metabolites from autotrophs. Both mechanisms 

are likely, but the contribution of each pathway at any given location will determine the fate and 

degradation kinetics of the DOM. An understanding of the fate and transport of the light 

absorbing CDOM and hence the associated UV protection of marine life is important because 

even small changes can have profound effects. In particular, the ecological importance of 

picocyanobacteria has been widely acknowledged83–85,87, but the extensive release of light 

absorbing chromophores from lysed cells into its surrounding water has not been adequately 

evaluated and may play an important role in microbial processes in the surface and deep ocean. 

 As with all analytical tools, trying to describe the overall composition, broad overlap of 

signals will likely dampen and mask small to moderate molecular changes, and hence, close 

attention needs to be paid to small but consistent differences observed using high resolution 

analytical techniques that describe the “fingerprint” of DOM. To further complicate the DOM 

fingerprinting, only a fraction of DOM is visible through this analytical window, and the “dark” 

DOM may be equally important to that what we currently observe, whether it is biased by 

extraction techniques (NMR and MS) or simply by ionization efficiency (MS) or broad overlap 

of incredibly structurally complex DOM (NMR, fluorescence, and UV−vis spectroscopy).  

New Perspectives on the Marine Carbon Cycle – The Marine Dissolved Organic Matter 

Reactivity Continuum8 highlights how our current understanding of the marine carbon cycle does 

not encompass robust ocean DOC inventories or accurate radiocarbon aging of DOC. This 
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perspective paper written by our team of Gonsior et al.8 has sought to provide abundant evidence 

as to why we should question the assumption that all deep ocean DOM is thousands of years old 

and biologically inert. To overcome the large overall uncertainties in C sources and sinks, we 

suggest the identification of new and unique biomarkers to be used as model compounds not 

only to constrain the overall turnover of marine DOM and to define the DOM reactivity 

continuum but also to evaluate photochemical and microbial degradation pathways and processes 

both now and in the future. The proposed marine DOM reactivity continuum concept is much 

broader than the previously described and includes the degradation of molecules of comparable 

size but which degrade on drastically different time scales. Currently, the kinetic data to establish 

and validate such a marine DOM reactivity continuum model are still lacking, and their 

resolution depends on the discovery of new organic tracers that span large differences in 

reactivity and microbial degradation rates. Rather than compartmentalize DOM solely into 

vaguely defined reactivity brackets such as labile, semi-labile, or refractory DOM, we argue that 

it is time to apply the DOM reactivity continuum concept to the marine carbon pool and to begin 

to establish the slope of the marine DOM reactivity continuum defined by presumably multiple 

decay coefficients. In regard to this thesis, Chapter 2 demonstrates that the composition of DOM 

varies and that processes linking DOM composition to the marine carbon cycle processes might 

vary between basins - in other words, it is an example of the kind of problem this perspective 

article is trying to build from. Chapter 3 lays groundwork for future work in understanding 

transformations and the reactivity continuum modeling of specific picocyanobacteria lysates by 

identifying which fluorescence features go away and which form during incubation, so these can 

be the targets of future research. Chapter 4 shows the potential for novel MS work targeting 

specific masses which may be tied to functionally relevant compounds. To fundamentally 
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understand the marine DOM reactivity continuum, we must identify and quantify exact organic 

compounds from a range of potential sources and test their bio and photoreactivity across short 

(hours to days), medium (days to months), and long (decades) degradation time scales. 

Understanding these interplays and connecting them more inclusively with DOM composition 

research is likely the key to understanding the dynamics of marine DOM turnover and the 

effectiveness of marine carbon sequestration. Our perspective demonstrates reasonable doubts in 

the stability of the three pillars upholding our current framework of marine carbon cycling. This 

review and perspective is not meant to provoke controversy but to catalyze a collaborative effort 

to re-evaluate our current understanding of the marine carbon cycle and the marine DOM 

reactivity continuum. This pursuit is also an opportunity to reimagine the conceptualization of 

the marine carbon dynamics in a logically accessible way. We may need to refocus our efforts in 

deciphering the structure and reactivity of marine organic molecules in a kinetic context, 

including the microbial and physicochemical constraints on molecular reactivity that are present 

in the deep ocean. Resolving the kinetics of the proposed marine DOM reactivity continuum 

requires an interdisciplinary approach. By working together and across research disciplines, we 

can better constrain the turnover time of marine DOM and thus gain invaluable knowledge of 

global marine carbon cycling and oceanic carbon storage capacity as our planet continues to 

change. Collaborative studies will continue to advance our knowledge about the production, 

vertical transport, and dissolution of organic matter and is critical in quantifying anthropogenic 

alterations to the global carbon cycle. As mentioned in the introduction, increasing sea surface-

based temperature projections are predicted to increase photosynthetic cyanobacterial cell 

numbers by 14% for Synechococcus20. These forecasted increases at the base of the oceanic food 

web suggest complex and interdependent changes in ocean ecosystems and increases in the 
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biological and microbial carbon pumps that will have significant implications for global 

biogeochemical cycles.  
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Afterword 

Marine science is an incredibly inaccessible field and largely excludes women, racial 

minorities, non-binary, gender non-conforming, queer, and disabled people. Historical and 

institutional barriers—particularly racial bias and discrimination—play a role in the widening 

inclusivity gaps in marine sciences and determine who has access to opportunities in these 

fields. This means to get opportunities, these students have to work harder for access than their 

white, heterosexual, cis-gendered, able-bodied, and male peers. Students are expected to 

advocate for themselves throughout career advancement and navigate workplace challenges as 

systems in place continue to perpetuate barriers that may negatively impact productivity, 

innovation, and entrepreneurship. The weight and consequences of any conversation about 

equity and inclusion cannot be left to those already struggling for access, particularly because of 

the extra emotional labor already undertaken just to keep up with their peers.  

Challenging traditional perceptions of identity in the marine science community is an 

important step in removing barriers for students and scientists with diverse physical, sensory, and 

cognitive abilities. The accessibility accommodations in place for most marine science 

opportunities are designed by abled scientists with little input or direction from the disabled 

community. This hinders disabled scientists from entering into the myriad fields that make up the 

discipline. “Academia and research are inherently designed for neurotypical, able-bodied people, 

everything from academia to labs to the field to conference[s] have been designed with abled 

people in mind. Workspaces are rarely ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) compliant. How 

can we expect disabled people to succeed in this field when they can’t even get into the room?” 

Reilly Boyt, Marine Biologist with University of California San Diego and founder of 

Disabilities within Ocean Sciences (DWOS)94.  
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In an ACS Chemical and Engineering News article, Daniel Lundberg, a Deaf chemistry 

professor at Gallaudet University, estimates that about 80% of chemistry terms have no 

established sign95. When a science teacher at the Florida School for the Deaf told hearing 

students and mentors at Harvard about the lack of signs for scientific terms in ASL, they were 

shocked. “They didn’t realize how many hurdles I had to be jumping over to understand the 

lecture”, Mandy Houghton says95. This isn’t new for Deaf scientists. A lack of signs for scientific 

terms significantly impedes deaf people’s entry into the sciences, as well as isolates deaf 

scientists from their hearing peers. This impedes collaborations between deaf and hearing 

scientists, including brainstorming new techniques, and helping colleagues troubleshoot 

problems. These limitations also affect a deaf scientist’s ability to have meaningful experiences 

at scientific conferences. “If you don’t see people that look like you, speak like you, live like you 

working and doing those things, you will assume it’s impossible,” Houghton says95. Fieldwork 

can also present challenges such as the harassment of underrepresented researchers, including, 

for example, marine science has recently begun to address the harassment of female scientists on 

research vessels and in other field settings96. A space that is limited to a narrow set of 

perspectives, experiences, and expertise due to the lack of inclusion in marine science profession 

and an associated academic space is likely to miss opportunities to illuminate critical questions, 

leading to poorly informed decisions and policymaking.  

These barriers disproportionately affect entry of early career scientists such as myself and 

limits the success of marine conservation professionals from overburdened individuals.11% of 

undergraduate students and 7% of graduate students with a documented disability are pursuing 

STEM majors in the United States97. Together, there are ∼75% fewer individuals with 

disabilities represented in the STEM workforce than in the general population98. Only 4.8% of 
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students entering the STEM workforce self-disclose a disability99, and this number includes me. 

When physical requirements list:  "Hearing requirements include the ability to hear and respond 

to instructions, communicate effectively in loud areas (pier/dock, warehouse),” I genuinely don't 

know if that includes me as a person that’s considered “hard of hearing” to some and deaf to 

others. The job posting was for a lab work position with some fieldwork assistance which I have 

done without issues for the past three years here at the Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, or on 

research expeditions aboard R/V Atlantic Explorer and R/V Kilo Moana. During a job interview, 

I once explained that the extra effort it takes to include me as an employee also helps ensure that 

everyone understands their tasks/roles and the directions in preparation for jobs. My inclusion 

increases teamwork. If we are to begin addressing barriers to accessibility and inclusion within 

marine sciences, we should recognize that these efforts help the abled as well—hand signals on 

boats can be a useful resource when even those with good hearing can’t hear over wind or 

machinery. Efforts intended for inclusivity can become more intentional efforts towards 

maximum safety when necessary. 

It also allows for continued inclusion for those who were able-bodied until an accident 

(on the job or off the job) or medical event produced a barrier to their participation. I’m not just 

pointing to the “decades of experience” oceanographers who would fail a hearing or vision test – 

there are numerous examples of careers in which people are at risk of disability from injury or 

overuse and would benefit from better attempts at inclusivity in or outside the workplace. The 

majority of jobs aboard research vessels for marine science research are classified as a “safety 

concerned” position in some manner because there are so many physical risks that can impact an 

employee’s ability to continue to work. Inclusion helps everyone.  
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Disabled people are time and time again being left out of these conversations, and 

everyone is falling further behind because of it. “Addressing the most compelling challenges of 

the twenty-first century and facilitating new avenues of discovery and innovation will require 

nurturing the careers of people from historically marginalized groups and recognizing their 

perspectives in ways that have not previously been fully appreciated and integrated” 100. Wanda 

Diaz Merced Ph.D., a blind astronomer, argues that sonification could help astronomers to avoid 

methodological biases that come with only interpreting data visually101. After losing her sight in 

her twenties, Dr. Diaz Merced pioneered a technique called sonification which converts aspects 

of data, such as the brightness or frequency of electromagnetic radiation, into audible elements 

including pitch, volume, and rhythm101. This innovation could facilitate discoveries that 

conventional techniques would miss101.  Amy Bower, Ph.D., of Woods Hole Oceanographic 

Institution is another blind scientist that is using data sonification to convey complex quantitative 

ocean science information, such as charts and graphs about ocean phenomena, that is challenging 

to express non-visually102.  Bower and an interdisciplinary team of scientists and sound experts 

are working to design auditory displays of ocean data about phenomena such ocean-atmosphere 

exchange and underwater volcanic eruptions102. The innovative work that scientists such as Diaz 

Merced and Bower are doing is beneficial to everyone – our increasingly important science 

requires us to use untapped resources.  

Being inclusive would be beneficial to the marine sciences, both for addressing ongoing 

workforce shortages in an increasingly urgent climate crisis and promoting innovations through 

diverse scientific perspectives. Furthermore, the lack of diversity deprives marine sciences and 

conservation efforts from serving the interests of the general public in an effective enough 

manner by limiting the improvements to human, social, and economic wellbeing. Specifically, a 
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future wherein the field standardizes and places value on not just who is doing conservation 

work, but the kind of work, the locations, and its inhabitants, and how the work is done and 

whom the results are shared with benefits everyone.  
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